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EDITORIAL

South Africa:

preparing for 1999!

be obvious it' not also mutual reasons
why the ANC and PAG would wish to enter into a political
coalition. For the PAG, not only the poor showing at the 1994

THERE WOULD appear to

Elections but also the risk of

Vol. 10, No. 5

sinking into political oblivion

with every year into post-apartheid, makes such an option a
real possibility. Besides, the ANG government had already
done so much to integrate many it not all the PAG excombatants and other politicians into the various sectors of
the bureaucracy, including state security and foreign service.
a formal coalition with the ANG would now
that PAG is afforded greater participation in state

Parece haver razfx:s obvias

se häo

tambenv mutuas poixiue O: ANC e o

PAC gostariam de formar uma eoligat^So polftica. Para o PACi näo s^
fraca jiarticipa^So nas clei^öes de 1994, mas tambdm o perigo dc
pas.sar para o esquccimcnlo com cada ano que pa.s,sa no penodo p6sapartheid, torna tal op^So umS verdadeira possibilidade, Para aldm disjio.
o governo do ANCjä havia fei to tanto para acomodar muitos senao
tod(>|!i
os ex-combatentes do PAC nos varios .sectores da burwracia, incluindo
a sua

os

services de seguranpa do estado

e

dos negöcios estrange!ros.

Öbviamente, uma coiiga?ät> fonnal com o ANC asseguraria que o PAC

Glearly,

tenha

ensure

omaior;tces,soaocrescentepotencialparaosf)omvr/mvnaAfricado Sul.

power, not to mention better access to the growing potential
for the nouveau riches in South Africa.
For the ANG, political union with the PAG appears more
useful now than it did in 1994. Then, it was more politically

expedient for the ANG to forge a “government of national
unity” with the traditional adversary (of the African people)
that was the National Party, in the context of a “historic
compromise” without which it might have been impossible to
effect that kind of transition, from formal apartheid to the
foundations of Black Majority Rule. So, the first “government
of national unity” appears to have served its purpose, at least
to the extent that it is now increasingly difficult for White
power to attempt a roll back of the historical process towards
real Black rule in South Africa. However, the ANG must be

sorely conscious of the existing gap between the well-known
agenda of the struggle and the reality on the ground. The more
reason why it is so important for the ANG to try and harness all
patriotic and democratic forces, in time for the 1999 General
Elections, and so as to pre-empt any other force — including
the PAG
from trying to capitalize on the flaws and pitfalls
—

of the transition.

So, the 1999 Elections in particular, appear to be the main
behind this belated attempt at an ANG/PAG Patriotic
Front. But this is also related to Mandela’s wish to complete his
reason

as “Father of the Nation” and the need for a new unifying
symbol for the nation once he has left the political .scene. The
Patriotic Front so designed, might also constitute the basis of an
even stronger government, with a stronger mandate with which to

role

address the many

outstanding is.sues about which the struggle was

waged in that country. On Mandela’s part, the coalition between
ANG and PAG might be his final act before his departure from
political office, an act without which his vision of a “New South
Africa” might be considered incomplete, especially for any “Father
of the Nation”,
Therefore, it is not difficult to see how the Thabo Mbeki
factor is such an integral component of the post-Mandela era.

the main feature article herein concludes, it is not that
Mandela has anointed Thabo Mbeki as his successor than the

But,

as

sheer

political presence of a man who has obvious credentials

acesso a uma

maior participayäo no poder estatal, sem mencionaf

Parao ANC, auniaopoliticacom o PAC parece serais util agoa do que
teria sido em 1994, Nessa altypa, era uma questäo deexpediente poji'tieo

forjaf qualquer tipo de “go vOrno de urttdade naciona dom o tradidionäl

pQpula?äo africana) que era o Partido Nacioiial, no
contextodc um “coraproraisahist6rico”semoqual teriasidoimpossfvel
efectuar-sc aquclc tipo dc transifäo, do apartheid formal para as
adversarid (da

fundapöes de

um

regime de maioria

negra.

Portanto. o primeiro

“governo de unidade naeifmal” parece ter comseguido os .seus
objectivos. pelo menos até ao ponto dc que se torna agora cada vez
mais difi'cil ao poder branco tentar reverter o pnx'csso histOrico com
vista a um verdadeiro poder negro na Africa do Sul. Contudo. 0 ANC
deve estar cientedo actual fosso entre a bem conhecida agenda da luta
c arealidade no terreno. Mais uma razao porque se torna tiio import ante
ANC

tentar aproveitar lodas as forgas patridticas e democräiicas,
das elcigöes dc 1999, dc mode a ncutralizar qualquer outra
forga i nc lui ndo o PAC—de tentar capital i zar nos en os da transigäo.
Portanto, as eleigoes de 1999 em particular parecem
scr
a
principal razao por detras desta retardada
ao
a

tempo

tentafiva de

uma

Frente Patridtica entre

o

ANC

e

PAG. Mas isio

odesejo de Mandela de completard seu
papel como “Pai da Nagäo” e a necessidade de um novo si'mbolo
de unificagäo da nagäo uma vez que ele tenha abandonado a cena
poh'tica. A Frente Patridtica assim moldada podera também
constituir a base para o estabelecimento de um governo ainda mais
forte, com um mandaio mais forte com o qual serä capaz de
enfrentar os värios assuntos pendentes que foram as prineipais
causas da luta de libertagäo naquele pafs. Do lado de Mandela, a
cofigagäo entre o ANC e o PAG podera tornar-sc no seu ultimoactp
antes de deixar o cargo polftico, um acto sem o qual a sua visaode
uma “Nova Africa do Sul” ficaria incompleta, especialmente para
qualquer “Pai da Nagäo",
Portanto näo é diffcil ver como c que o factor Thabo
Mbeki
torna-se
uma
componente
integral da era
pds-Mandela. Mas, como o artigo de capa contido nesia edigäo
conclui, näo é que Mandela tenha ole.ado Thabo Mbeki como seu
também relaciona-se com

mera presenga de umhomemque possui credeuciais
dbvias para ocupar 0 posto mais alto na Africa do Sul. Em outras
cisrcunstäncias polfttcas näo inteiramente peculiarc.s ä Africa pds*
suecssor do que a

colonial,

os

cidadäos queixam-se mais de “Grandcs Lfderes” que

in South Africa. In other political circumstances
not entirely confined to post-colonial Africa, citizens
complain more about “Great Leaders” who behave as if no

portam-se como .se nenhum mortal os possa alguma vez sub.stituilos, do que sobre aqueles: que, como Mandela, preparam täö

mortal could ever succeed them, than about those, like
Mandela, who prepare so carefully for their exit from a

sido tao bem sucedidos

for the top post

scene in which they have done so well to
foundations of the nation-state-in-the making.

political

establish the

himself will have been quite central
unity between the ANG and the PAG,
Even outside the borders of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki is
known for his efforts towards breaking down traditional political
animosities between the various groups and individuals that
have characterized the liberation struggle in this sub-region.■
No doubt, Thabo Mbeki

in the efforts towards

2

cuidadosamente

paraasuasaidtidacena politicaemqueelestenham
no processo do langamento das bases para o

cstado-na(äo-em-constrii(äq.
Sem duvida, o proprio Thabo Mbeki lerä sidd tao
central nos esforgos com vista ä unidade entreNC
e o PAC. Mesmo fora da.s fronteiras da Africa do Sul, Thabo Mbeki
é conhecido pelos seus esforgos visando quebrar as
animosidades

polfticas tradicionais entre os varios grupos e
indivfduos que caracterizaram a luta dc libertagäo nesta subregiäo.H

'
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T wish

disagree with some of the views
in the article “The Benevolent
Nation” by Mooletsi Mbeki (SAPEM, Vol. 10,
No. 1, October 1996). The author should know
that SAPEM is a respected regional magazine
whose analysis of issues is thorough and
objective. It is not a Zimbabwean tool used to

and Shonas. This

criticise South Africa.

fact.

and South Africa itself.

The reasons gi ven by

As for the claim that Zimbabweans hate South

from neighbouringcountries permanent residence

Africa because Rhodes invaded them from South

is by no means a benevolent act on the part of South

Africa, well, I think Rhodes

Africa, for whose freedom all of

to

-^expressed

the author for “... hosti le
posture towards South Africa from Zimbabwe
...” are very unconvincing. Zimbabweans do
not hate South Africa for the coming into their
country of the Ndebele under Mzilikazi. The
author is a victim of colonial history which
exaggerated the differences between Ndebeles

was a

divide and rule tool used

by colonialists to prevent the Ndebele/Shona
unity in the struggle against colonialism. From
the early days of colonialism right up to
independence, there had been harmony between
Ndebeles and Shonas, and their unity in the
struggle against imperialism is an undeniable

was a

British, not

a

South African. We

regard South Africans as
fellow sufferers under Rhodes
who gained
wealth and influence by ruthlessly plundering South
African wealth and exploiting the Black workers.
—

Should inland people blame theircoastal brothers
and sisters for

imperialism? Of course not!
1 would liketo remind Mbeki that true benevolence

that which was shown by the people of
Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, and
Zambia, during the days of the struggle against
was

racism and colonialism in Zimbabwe, Namibia

Giving mine workers

us

in Southern

Africa had to pay dearly, some with theirown lives.
Tazorora Jazire

Chinhoyi
Zimbabwe

How Democratic is the South African
'T' he

notion that the South African

J-

Constitution could be
liberal in the world may be

one

far from the truth.
praise-singers are only dwelling on trivial
is.sues like the abolishing ofcapital punishment,
legalisation of abortion and homosexual
marriages. However, it is very hard to see how
such provisions in the South African Consti tution
can promote democracy. How can democracy
The

be harnessed in

situation where the party
bosses do not allow their parliamentary
a

representatives to speak their minds? The cases
of Winnie Mandela and Bantu Holomisa who
were

told in

no

uncertain terms to either defend

Sapem February, 1997

rx't'l ■I’l

LJ. LLl LX vyil

of the most
ANC interests in

0
•

parliament or loose their seats are
democracy easily becomes a

illustrative of how
relative term.
A

situation

Exceptions to this rule are Botswana, Malawi
and Mozambique, where opposition parties
occupy asignificantnumberofseatsinparliament.
There is nothing democratic, for example about
Mandela having to handpick Thabo Meki as his
successor

where

parliamentarians are
accountable to none other than their party bosses
can simply helpreduceparliamenttoarubber stamp
of party bosses’ policies decided within the confines
of the Central Committee meetings.
This is very dangerous, especially in Southern
Africa, where in most countries one party controls
over two-thirds of the parliamentary seats.

when he decides to retire

even

before

his term of office

expires in 1999. In a real
democratic system, Mandela would retire in or
before 1999 if he

so

wished, and let

structures in both the

appropriate

ANC and at the level of the

state choose their new leader.

Tendai

Nechirangano

Harare
Zimbabwe
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APPHO

Southern Africa Printing
And Publishing House

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
E WOULD LIKE to inform

W

our

readers that with

January 1997, SAPEM will be
published by an independent regional

effect from

called the Southern African Printing and
Publishing House (SAPPHO). This new venture will
incorporate the production of a relaunched Southern
African Economist (SAE) and the SADC Top Companies
Report both of which were once published by the now
company

defunct SADC Press Trust.

Top Companies Report profiles the region's
top performers in the various corporate sectors
manufacturing, mining and banking, ranking them
The SADC

according to such financial results as profitability, asset
base and turnover. Other new proposals include a SADC
Export Directory which is intended to be an authoritative
reference book for exporters and importers in the region
and overseas.

Henceforth, the SAE will have a business and finance bias.
Its editorial focus will address matters relevant to the
business sector, in a manner that will help business persons

capitalise on new opportunities in the region and beyond.

past five years, SAPEM has experienced

major shifts in terms of its content, presentation of articles,
staff writers and editorial focus, to the extent that nothing
short of its progressive institutionalisation as a commercial
venture would guarantee its viability and sustainability.
In the past, it reinforced SAFES Trust's objectives, namely
the promotion and nurturing of social science research,

debate, teaching and publishing in Southern Africa.
Since SAFES Trust's programmes were anchored on

seeking to relate academic research to policy issues
and public concerns in the region, it was imperative
that SAPEM be developed as a literary forum for
encouraging debates at both the sub-regional level
and beyond, flaunting key scholars and analysts in
relation to the then critical development issues.

( «.o(^SM0NTHLY 1

political and economic debate in the sub-region of
Southern Africa in particular,and the rest of Africa in
general. Its articles will provide an in-depth analysis of

pressing social, economic and political issues while
seeking to facilitate such discussion as will foster a
regional and continental perspective.
We hope academics, researchers and students
as attractive as it has

will continue to find SAPEM

now is to extend
target such individuals so as
occupy key decision-making positions in the
corporate, government and non-governmental
organisations.

always been, but the intention
the mantle so as to

As

Traditionally, the SAE looked critically at SADC's own
performance, seeking to provide an independent
coverage and analysis of developments in the region.

Over the

As SAPEM now formally leaves the SAFES stable (to
which it will remain at least spiritually linked!) its editorial
thrust will focus on defining the scope and agenda of

10th anniversary in
coverage and
analysis remains basically more informed, transcending
mere criticism, identifying the historical, political and
we

prepare

October,

we

to celebrate

will make

sure

socio-economic factors that

our

that

are

our

the cause of under

development, while highlighting the social forces that
constitute the basis for change and transformation,
and clarifying the means whereby given political and
economic goals can be attained, in the context of
historical and social realities of which all of

us are an

integral part.
In our endeavour to institutionalise SAPEM under
SAPPHO, we will consolidate our existing network
which made it possible for SAPEM to open up
channels of communication between readers from
the various sectors of society. Also, it is our hope that
the new venture will provide our readers and business

partners with a new and revamped medium of
communication between Africa and the rest of the
world. But our main motto remains the same —

Bringing

Southern Africa together! — as part of our contribution
to the development of a global village of which we
are a

part.B

''^ringing Southern Äjrica together. ”
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The

Presidency:

Paving the way for Mbeki
The

Mbeki:

script Ivds dhcddy been written for South Africu’s second politico] minicle — a smooth
trunsition to a post-Mdndeh dispensation, says Tendai Dumbutshena.

leading South Africa into the 21st century?

optimistic advocates of
plans
can go awfully wrong. .More so in the turbulent
retirement as leader of the ANC at the
world of politics. A scandal, a blunder of
parly's national conference. It is mooted
monumental proportions, a radical
that then, Deputy PresidentThaho Mvuyelwa
realignment
of forces inside or outside the
Mbeki will be elected unopposed to succeed
ANC, or natural calamity, can intenene to
him as the AXC's 11th president.
make nonsense of predictions of Mbeki’s
In 1999, a similar scenario is expected to
unstoppable ascendancy to the throne.
unfold. President .Mandela will retire from
If a week in politics is a long lime, then two
active politics. A general election due in
years
is an eternity. Despite this note of
■April that year will be held with the A.XC
caution, it tvould take a brave person to bet
emerging with a clear majority.
against .Mbeki succeeding .Mandela as
The House of Assembly — the body that
President of the ANC and South .Africa.
has the Conslilulional powers to elect a
Paradoxically, Mbeki's own position only
President—will mostprobably choose Mbeki
four years ago illustrates the uncertainty of
as South Africa's second Black President. He
politics. Though undoubtedly a senior leader
will lead the country into the 21sl century
who had played a key role in events leading to
and may seek a second term in the year 2004.

I

X DECEMBER this yciir. President
Nelson Mandela will announce his

Others in the ANC with Presidential
ambitions

must

pul

.so-called anointed

them

crown

historical mission.
Sapi-m February, 1997

hold until the
prince fulfills his

on

But

even

Constitutional talks with the National

Parly,

few could have predicted that he would be at
the threshold of stepping into Mandela's
shoes

There were many imponderables. Mandela

the most

this scenario concede that the best laid

so soon.

strongly hinted that he would sen'e only
term, but it fell short of an unequivocal
commitment, and many felt he would change
had

one

his mind
There

once
was

he

was

ensconced in office.

the Communist

Parly leader,

Chris Hani. tocontend with. Hani's mystique
as

leader of L'mkhonto we Sizwe

(MK)

—

the

of the A.NC — put him in a
strong position to succeed Mandela. An
militaiy

arm

assassin's bullets eliminated him from the

picture.

Cyril Ramaphosa's meteoric rise to the
position ofANC secretaiy-general made him
a formidable contender for the Deputy
Presidenq'.
Mbeki also had weaknesses. Not one given
to haranguing the masses with lieiy oratoiy,
he was seen as aloof and arrogant. At a time
when the political situation was volatile.
Mbeki's committee room sivle politics had
little appeal.
TO PAGE 7
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There

also

was

a

belief that

would be elected Mandela’s

a

bodyguards, she was osiracised by the MDM
under the instigation of Ramaphosa and

non-Xhosa

deputy in the

other UDF leaders.

interest of ethnic

balancing.
White big business, which in the 1980s
courted the ANC in exile, was ironically
suspicious of Mbeki who played acritical role
in nurturing those contacts. Despite his
diplomacy, suaveness and affability, there

Winnie

forgave Ramaphosa for this,
high she
plunged the knife in and twisted it. Her
support for Mbeki had therefore more to do
with settling personal scores with Ramaphosa
than with ideological affinity to Mbeki.
The AXC’s military wing, Umkhonto we
Sizwe, though inactive after the signing of
the Pretoria .Minutes in July 1990, was still an
important base of support and, as expected,

strong concerns about his commitment
free market economics.

were
to

After

all, he

was a

member of the

Communist Party until it was unbanned in
1990. Could he and his comrades be trusted
once the instruments of political power were

it backed

perceived him as

astaunch Africanist more committed to Black

than to giving free
reign to market forces. And quite expectedly,
white right-wingers who are well represented
in the defence and security apparatus were
hostile to all exiles, especially those like .Mbeki,
who had received military training in the
Before the watershed 1994 election, many

analysts earmarked the foreign affairs

conveniently supported Mbeki

chief negotiator at the multi-party
Constitutional talks. This, however, did not

give him a constituency broad enough to
challenge Mbeki, who literally rose from
active

in that field while in exile.

member of the ANC. (see profile on page 8).

even

was

speculation that if the

economics stood him in good stead.
The issue of .Mandela's successor became

Mbeki's

as

an

strength, some would say genius,

lies in the fact that he is not beholden to any

single constituency within the ANC or the
tripartite alliance with Cosatu and the
Communist

Party.

before he assumed office. His
advanced age and the nert'ous reaction of
financial markets to ititermittent reports of
ill-health brought the issue of succession to

major daily
The Star: “1 don't have
constituencies. It is a fortunate thing which

the fore.

ANC

urgent even

There
for the

were

only two serious contenders

Deputy Presidency of the ANC after
Ramaphosa and

the assassination of Hani
The first

In

199.5, he told the country’s

newspaper.
has

to

do with work that I've had to do in the
over

the years,

elements of the
or

building

up

which covered all
struggle or diplomatic work,

the structures of the ANC.
a constituency. In

“1 don't need to build

—

the end one should be able to talk to the ANC

.Mbeki.

the front

whoever the ANC is. Once you are

for the National Union of .Mine Workers

identified
candidate of one bloc, it means
you are not a candidate of another bloc.”
The powerful ANC Youth Ix;ague then led
by the militantPeter.Mokaba, unambiguously
threw its weight behind Mbeki. This was an
unlikely source of support given that .Mbeki
had long been considered a moderate.
Winnie Mandela, who at the time enjoyed
enormous
grassroots support, threw her
weight behind Mbeki. Her supportwas crucial
because she also enjoyed the support of the
ANC-aligned South African .National Civic
Organisation (Sanco), and other civic
organisations which were part of the Mass

(.Num), official of the pro-ANC United

Democratic .Movement

sign that .Mbeki

was

in 1993. when he was elected
national chairman succeeding the late Oliver
runner was

Tambo. This

position elFectively made him

Mandela’s de facto

deputy.

Ramaphosa was hy no means out of the
running. His control of the party machineiy
as secretary'-general strategically placed him
to challenge for the Deputy Presidency. But
he had a number of disadvantages vis a vis
.Mbeki. Ten years younger than his rival, he
was a relative newcomer to the struggle.
From being a student activist in the stormy
1970s, he rose to prominence as a negotiator
Democratic Front (UDF), and as secretaiy-

as

being

a

(MD.M).

In the 1980s, when Winniegained

notoriety

only constituency where Ramaphosa
in Cosatu, but this was not
enough.
As one ANC insider put it at the time; “We
was

stronger was

think .Mandela will find it difficult

apparently seduced by the
deputy and expressed a
preference for Ramaphosa in private.
But the position of the broad alliance was
too strong to resist, and Mbeki was duly
elected Deputy President in 1994.
.Mbeki is too shrewd a politician not to
have seiz.cd the opportunities the Deputy
Presidency of the most powerful country
south of the Sahara presented.
He used his wide powers of patronage to
consolidate his position, as it is an open
secret that he has a lot of say in ministerial
and diplomatic appointments. He has aptly
been described as a dc facto prime minister
responsible for the day to day running of
government. His position was further
strengthened by the resignation of F. W. de
Klerk who was second Deputy President by
virtue of his party being the second largest in
parliament. The daunting need of having to
share responsibilities with an equal collet^ue
was

idea of a non-Xhosa

fell away.

Many observers believe that Ramaphosa
made

two

blunders which blew whatever

chances remained of

succeeding .Mandela.
foreign affairs
portfolio before he was made chairman of
the Constituent Assembly, the body that was
responsible for drafting South Africa’s new
He is said

to

use

and reports

of militant

Chris

her voluntary

never
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as

still hoped that he could

his new position to mount a late challenge,

Mandela Football Club,

| youths who acted

have refused the

Constitution.
His supporters

Trade Unions (Cosatu).
He also built a big reputation as

group

resist

Deputy President.”

Mandela

because of the murderous activities of the
a

to

pressure from the alliance thatThabo should
be

general of the Congress of South African
the ANC’s

Mbeki.

The

Winnie:

portfolio for .Mbeki because of his experience
There

own,

could

adolescence to adulthood

ANC were bold enough to appoint a Black
finance minister, .Mbeki’s grounding in

of its

its central committee while in exile, he
count on the party's support.

on

economic empowerment

former Soviet Union.

one

Though relations between Mbeki and the
late joe Slovo of the Communist Party were
reportedly cool, as a former member who sat

firmly in their hands?
•Sections of business also

never

and when the succession stakes got

that he expected to succeed
Liebenberg as finance minister have

been denied.
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Alter the job was

given to Trevor Manuel
political lightweight in the ANC —
Ramaphosa announced that he was to join
the corporate world to throw his
weight
a

—

behind Black economic empowerment.
With the absence of a serious rival, Mbeki

began in a number of position papers to spell
out

his vision for the future.

He has been
role

content to

play a supportive

.Mandela in his efforts to promote
reconciliation and the process of nation
to

building.
He has

supported Mandela’s praise of the

white dominated securitv and defence

power
for the role it played during the
transition. The white upper echelons of the
civil sers ice also came in for praise by Mbeki
structure

himself, who has also maintained
with white

dialogue
right-wing parties in their vain

for

search

Afrikaner

an

Volkstaat

(Homeland).
White business has

relations with the white Press thawed, .Mbeki

got

his fair share of negative coverage.

The most truculent comment came from
The Sunday Times, ironically now under the
control of a Ramaphosa-led Black

engagement in SADC is

consortium. "Mbeki, the anointed

the presence

macro-economic

plan which contains
all the fundamentals

close to the hearts of
free marketeers.

crown

prince, simply does not inspire confidence,”
the paper wrote in an article.
The article went on to

say that "where
projects warmth of spirit and
generosity, Mbeki appears manipuladve and
calculating.
Mandela

"Where .Mandela reached out
minorities, especially .Afrikaners

to nervous

and rightwingers. .Mbeki has become associated with
the angry Africanist wing of our
politics.
"Where Mandela inspires affection, even
love, Mbeki evokes uncertainty and fear.”
Such negative perceptions of Mbeki
by the
white Press have now given way to a more
balanced appraisal of the man. At any rate,

warmed up to

him,
especially after the
publication of the

more pro-active
foreign policy on the
continent under a .Mbeki government.
The signs are good. South Africa’s active

largely attributed to
Ignoring rising xenophobia fuelled by
of millions of citizens from

neighbouring countries, .Mbeki is thought to
have been instrumental in
persuading
government to offer permanent residence
to SADC citizens who have been
living in

South Africa

illegally since 1991.
to mass deportations of
illegal aliens, seeing the development of the
region as the only solution to the problem.
When
addressing delegates at a
He is

opposed

Commonwealth Press Union conference in

Cape Town last year. Mbeki had this to say:
"You cannot isolate prosperity in this countiy
(South Africa) and hope you can achieve
prosperin' in the region”.
Even from a selfish point of view, he went
on, “it is important that
we

SfN/Yl-

VSTlTUTj

him.

•

EMBLY)

see
for

det'elopment in the rest
of Southern Africa".

judged harshly if his
deliver

to

the ANC’s

important
constituency — the
most

V6

ve

chided ultra-leftists
in the alliance for
need

and

government fails to

The State and Social

failing to

success

Mbeki is conscious of
the fact that he will be

Inapaperentitled,
Transformation', he

achieve

your

the

Black poor.
He sees
the

"a

growthwith
grand alliance of
a

driven economy,

government, labour
and business, creating

dialectical

relationship with
the material base for the
private capital as a Ramaphosa: preferred by Mandela, but rejected by the ANC’s powerhouse
success
of
the
social partner for development and social
most of the major white
Reconstruction
and
papers would have
Development
progress."
been taken Overby Black consortiacontrolled
Programme (RDP) — the cornerstone of
His running battle with the white liberal
by many of the leading ANC members and government policy.
Press seems to be over. The white Press had
He took over the management of the RDP
sympathisers.
portrayed him as an unworthy successor to
Some see this development as part of a
programme from Jay Naidoo who many
.Vlandela. after he accused it of being
long term strategy by Mbeki to have a thought was too beholden to his trade union
unsympathetic to the new democratic order. sympathetic, if not malleable Press by the
background to appreciate the importance of
This explains why when Mandela made a
time he becomes state President.
winning
the confidence of business.
statement that his successor would have to be
-Mbeki has always enjoyed the confidence
Mbeki’s main gripe with business is that it
elected at a party conference, the white Press
of the diplomatic community. .Most Western
is often critical of government initiatives
was ecstatic. "Mandela
drops bombshell on diplomats believe he has a firmer grasp of without offering a strategic vision of its own.
.Mbeki.” gloated The Star.
issues
After Mandela, .Mbeki’s biggest challenge
especially economic — than
There was too much read into the
—

Mandela.

statement.

Mandela was uncomfortable with

suggestions that he had broken with ANC
tradition by anointing Mbeki to be his
.At the same time, .Mandela was
convince the world that there would

successor.

keen

to

be life after him.

This need to placate jittery investors
inevitablv entailed the marketing of the man
most

8

likely to succeed him — Mbeki. Before

There has been

positive feedback from his
trips to Europe and the United States to
promote investment.
He co-chairs the United States-South
African Binational Commission with VicePresident A1 Gore. The commission seeks to

lay

a solid foundation for
between the two countries.
African

good relations

diplomats have reason to expect a

will be to convince Whites that it is in their
interest for there to be a general upliftmentof

poor Blacks and other disadvantaged groups.
On the other side, he has to convince
Cosatu and labour in general that the

governmentmacro-economic poliev, though
on the face of it
friendly to business, will
establish the material conditions for the
creation ofjobs and the elevation of peoples’

living standards.!
Sapcm February. 1997
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Which is the real Mbeki?
Thabo Mbeki, South Africa’s annointed crown prince (See Cover Story, p. 5), once remarked
that he found it difficult to talk about his private life. Here, Tendai Dumbutshena attempts to
unravel the mystery behind the man whites fear is out to get them.
N THE CNN programme 'Questions
and Answers’ in October last year,

0

Mbeki's inability to
himself became evident.

speak about

A white woman, interestingly a South African,

asked him to tell viewers more about himself.
He

visibly uncomfortable as he, at
high speed, gave a synopsis of his life.
The woman said that many people in South
Africa
presumably the majority of whites
did not know enough about a man who
may soon be the leader of their country.
was

—

—

She

was

expressing

a concern

shared by

mostwhites who believe thatNelson Mandela
is the

only Black leader who can be trusted.
They are quietly nervous and apprehensive
about a Mbeki-led government for reasons
that remain unclear. But there is nothing
threatening about Mbeki; his words are
measured, his demeanour civil, and his

language invariably temperate.
Even when sections of the Press openly
questioned his suitability to lead South Africa,
accusing him of laziness, unpunctuality, and
deviousness, his response was calm and

restrained.
He is

given to the emotional outbursts
and sloganeering that characterise some of
his colleagues, and his neat suits, graying
not

hair and beard, and pipe, give him more of
a teacher’s
appearance than that of a
malevolent leader of a liberation

movement.

Yet the unease

persists. Whites got to know
and trust Mandela quickly— he is a man they
believed would

not

could be trusted

harm their interests. He

keep the barbarians at
the gate but Mbeki is too neatly packaged to
to

be time. He must have

a

sinister hidden

agenda up his sleeve, they believe.
Obviously, it is easy for whites to believe
that Mbeki, surely cannot have Mandela's
generosity of spirit and forgive a people who
drove him to exile for 30 years and
imprisoned his father for a quarter of a

The

gentle pipe smoker;

more

of

a

teacher than

Slovo, Chris Hani, and Oliver Tambo
even

to

get

with the capitalist system which sustained

apartheid, and that the plot will unfold once
Mbeki is firmly in the driving seat.
As is often the

fears

are

case

in South Africa, White

Black

middle-class
Mbeki will

hopes. The fledgling Black
and intelligentsia believe that

not

share Mandela’s obsession

with reconciliation and

allaying white fears.
They expect to see more emphasis on
practical steps to address the appalling

conditions

most

Blacks live under and

a

greater assertion of their rights mainly in the
economic

sector.

Concerns about the real Mbeki
restricted

are

not

those

a

malevolent leader

masterminding his downfall. The ANC’s
leading intellectual, Pallo Jordan, was
dropped from cabinet and then reinstated.
As minister responsible for broadcasting,
Jordan publicly opposed a suggestion by
Mbeki thatgovernmentbe given a 30-minute
slot on the South Africa Broadcasting
Corporation (SABC) to inform the public of
its activities.

The belief persists thatjordan was fired for

daring to

oppose Mbeki despite
denials from the latter’s office.

repeated

Cyril Ramaphosa is also seen as Mbeki’s
biggest scalp by those who believe that his
decision to join the corporate world was a

brought up to believe that
there is a Red under every bed. The Press has

result of Mbeki’s machinations.

centuiy.

often portrayed him as a ruthless and cunning

democrat who

They sustain that in Lusaka, some
communist-inspired evil plot must have been
hatched by Mbeki and his late comrades,Joe

behind-the-scenes operator with no
about getting rid of political rivals.

scruples

Africa for all its peoples? A ruthless, scheming

bluntly accused him of

megalomaniac? Acommunistwolf in sheep’s
clothing bent on destroying capitalism? An

Sapem February, 1997

to

Bantu Holomisa

Which is the real Mbeki? The moderate
wants to create a

fair South
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Africanist consumed

by

vengeance

against

whites?
It may well

be that he cannot neatly be put
pigeon hole. He may well be a man of
a
complexity and sophistication which defy
simplistic analysis.
He was born Thabo Mvuyelwa on June 18,
1942 at Idutya, Queens Town, in the Eastern
Cape.
in

one

He

was one

of four children of Covin and

luminary of the ANC
and Communist Party, was a Rivonia trialist
together with Mandela and Walter Sisulu.
No doubt inspired by
his

Tanganyika (now Tanzania), before
proceeding to the United Kingdom.
After completing studies at Sussex
University, he worked in the ANC London
office from 1967
It

Covin,

a

to

1970.

during this period that he received
military training in the former Soviet Union.
was

He

went to

Lusaka in 1971

assistant secretary to

to

become

an

the ANC’s Revolutionary

Council.
In

Epainette Mbeki.
’His father

and

1974, he married Zanele Dhlamini,

a

nursing sister by profession. The couple has
no children. Zanele is a humble
person who
stays very much in the background.

highly intellectual

father, Thabo got involved
in student
still

at

politics while
high school in

It was during this period that Mbeki became
one

of the more recognisable names and faces

among ANC leaders.
After years of diplomatic,

political, and
military activities by the ANC, the government

in Pretoria

was on

the defensive.

The declaration

by the United Nations of
apartheid as a crime against humanity ushered
in a period ofincreasing isolation and punitive
economic sanctions against South Africa.
Mbeki was at the forefront of this diplomatic
offensive against Pretoria.
Big business in South Africa realised the
need to engage the ANC in exploratory talks
to find a way forward.
In 1985, Anglo-American
chairman, Gavin Relly, led a
delegation to Lusaka to
initiate dialogue with the
ANC.

Lovedale, Alice.

This

followed

the Transkei where he

by a
meeting between the ANC
and a business-sponsored
delegation of the Institute

matriculated in 1959. Two

for a Democratic Alternative

years later he satfor British
‘A’ level examinations.

for South Africa

He

expelled and

was

continued his studies

St. John’s

He

at

High School in

enrolled

as

(Idasa), in

Dakar, Senegal in
Mbeki

an

played

in these

economics

external

was

1987.
key role

contacts

continued

studentwith the University

a

which

despite the
of his

of London. His

university

pursuit of
education

resers'ations of

ended with

militant comrades.
In 1989 he led an ANC

a

masters

degree in economics
from the

Govan Mbeki (right) the luminary who inspired a future president; seen here
sharing a joke with Mozambican President Chissano (left) and his Rivonia co-

University of Sussex, England, in

concentrating mostly on her activities in the
Development Banking, an

with the South African government which
culminated in the unbanning of liberation

Women’s

movements

combined with

political actisism. He joined
the ANC youth league at the tender age of 14

organisation devoted to helping rural women
raise loans to finance small-scale projects.
His rise within the party was rapid. He had

other

in 1956, while a student at the Lovedale

stints in Botswana and Swaziland, where he

Institute.

organised ANC underground structures and
recruited youths for military training.

Like

most

students of his era, studies were

After the

banning of the ANC in 1960, he
clandestinely operated in the PretoriaWitwatersrand area (nowrenamed Gauteng),
mobilising youths and students, initially
against the proclamation of a Republic in
1961, which ended South Africa’s membership
of the Commonwealth.

the African Students Association. As the

government
for many
It

ruthlessly clamped down on the

PAC, exile became the only option

activists.
option he took in 1962 when he

was an

left for Southern Rhodesia
10

It

was

also

at

this time that he met

an

emerging class ofBlack Consciousness activists,
many of whomjoined the ANC.
He became amember ofthe party’s powerful
National Executive Committee (NEC) in 1975.
After

Young Mbeki’s efforts were recognised that
same
year, when he was elected secretary of

ANC and

delegation to secret talks

trialist Walter Sisulu in Lusaka, in 1990.

1966.

(now Zimbabwe),

serving briefly as the party’s
representative in Nigeria, he returned to
Lusaka in 1978 to work as political secretary in
the office of the President, the late Oliver
Tambo.
This

was

followed

by

a more onerous

responsibility of heading the party’s
departmentofinformation and publicityfrom
1984-1989.

some

and the release of .Mandela and

political prisoners.
was
part of the delegation which held
further talks with the apartheid government
that eventually led to the agreement in 1990,
He

known

the Groote Schuur and Pretoria

as

minutes, which paved the way for the
Constitutional talks that followed,

eventually

leading to the 1994 elections.
After

a

brief

the ANC, he

spell

was

as national chairman
elected deputy-president

the party in 1994.
As Mbeki contemplates a
President of South Africa, he will
to

realise

achievements

that

all

future

of
of
as

be the first

these

personal
during the struggle are now

history.
In the 1994 election, the ANC campaigned

under the

slogan, ‘A better life for all’.
Ultimately, he will be judged on whether
he did give South Africans a better life.B
Sapem February. 1997
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GHANA

Nineteen years

of Rawlings

Propelled by a strong support from across the spectrum of Ghanaian society, President Jerry
John Rawlings romped to a sensational re-election victory following the December 7 polls,
writes Samuel Sarpong.

M

ORE than

seven

voters out

of

million

registered
population of

Kumasi, in

at

eastern

Ghana. This

election, coming as they did, in the aftermath
of the 1992 Presidential elections. In that

eleventh hour, both

18 million exercised their franchise

in what observers termed

as a

“make

or

break” election.
There

was

a

particular national and

international attention focused

on

this

election, opposition parties alleged that the

riddled with irregularities that
amounted to rigging. As a result, they
subsequently boycotted the parliamentary
elections held in the same year, effectively
giving Rawlings's National Democratic
Congress (NDC) the right to run the country
process was

as a

de facto one-party

year’s election therefore was
attended by a number of national and
foreign monitoring missions, mostofwhich
declared the scrutiny as having been free
and fair.
Even

as

remained

,

•

three of the 200 constituencies
to

be counted,

a

week after the

elections

Rawlings had won 57.2 percent of
the votes cast, against 39.9 percent of his
main rival, John Agyekum Kufuor, of the
New Patriotic Party (NPP), who was put
forward

as

candidate for the Great Alliance.

Kow Arkaah, of the

Party (PAG),

was

People’s Convention
his running mate. The

third contender, Edward Mahama, of the

People’s National Convention (PNC), had
three per cent of the votes cast.
There were a number of complications
with the other three constituencies, with

having had a re-run, another a court
injunction placed on it, whilst the Electoral
Commission (EC) still had to grapple with
one

the result of the third

one.

It took the EC four
announced the winner
after

series of

days before it

on

December 11,

counting.
Widespread politically motivated
violence had preceded the scrutiny,
resulting in the death of an NDC supporter
a
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an

same
year, he handed over power to
elected civilian administration led by

Hilla
.

Limann, whom he ousted in another

military coup in 1981. He holds the record
of being the first Ghanaian President to win
a second term at the
polls and ofhaving been
head of state four times.
He then established

a

militaryjunta which

Rawlings and Kufuor
were

seen

to

be

running neck and neck
and supporters of both
candidates had to be

very cautious about
whatchances each had.

state.

This

That

sent

signals that the elections would be marred
by violence, but such fears were dispelled
following the tightening of security
throughout the country.
This was one general election whose
outcome was very difficult to predict, even
with Rawlings’s narrow advantage. At the

total

a

the

Although
elections

were

peaceful, there were
logistical
problems, including
an
inadequate supply
some

of indelible ink and

voting materials,
well

as

as

wrong voter

registers. In the
northern region, there
was

evidence that some

youths aged between
10 and 15 were allowed
to

the

though
legal voting age is

vote, even

18.

Rawlings: Two electoral victories, two military coups, four
times head of state

Contrary to expectations that the
opposition would battle the NDC foot to
foot and possibly upstage the incumbent
government in parliament, the NDC
emerged with 126 of the 200 parliamentary
seats, whilejohn Kufuor’s NPP won 59 seats.
Other seats were distributed among the
smaller opposition parties and independent
candidates.

Rawlings, a former air force officer, led an
uprising in 1979, which overthrew the then
military government of General Fred Akuffo.

metamorphosed into a political party when
he lifted the ban on political parties in 1992,
as a result of a
mounting pressure from
Western donors.
In his

15-year rule, Rawlings has won a lot
mainly from the deprived

of support

communities and members of the various

revolutionary organs he set up in the heady
days of his revolution, but his perceived lack
of

a

democratic culture has isolated him

from the

country’s intelligentsia, who still
regard him as someone whodoes notconform
11
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Rawlings, in turn has perceived the
intelligentsia, who are mainly in the
opposition, as a “bunch ofeconomicvampires

victory since he had worked for it. He
travelled extensively throughout the
country, moving into the remotest areas
and participating in activities and

and nation wreckers unfit to rule”, but the

functions

to

the established order.

recent

adverse

findings made against

some

which

under

circumstances, he would have

normal
not.

He

ofhis ministers by the Gommission for Human

commissioned virtually every project that

Rights and Administrative Justice, a
Gonstitutional body, have brought to the
fore that corruption is rife in his government.
In 1992, Rawlings managed to sneak into
the present Gonstitution, at the eleventh
hour and without debate, a blanket indemnity
for himself and his colleagues for all the
atrocities committed throughout his coups,
which included the summary execution of
political opponents.
He knows very well that any real indemnity
hinges on some poles: his staying in power or
finding a group of sympathetic civilians to
form the next government to protect him
and his colleagues. He has since been able to
stay in power.

came

his way, ranging from boreholes
electrification projects,
and

and

participated in a number of festivals,
weeks before the elections, as a way of
identifying himself with the people. This,
no doubt, worked out to
perfection.
When he appeared at the Castle polling
centre to vote, he looked quite exhausted,
obviously from the very tiring
electioneering campaign.
Although he claimed he would win, he
never

appeared to
be

sure

of

that, but

now

he is

bubbling

of office

with

sensitivity of
many Ghanaians who have argued, perhaps
correctly, that it is embarrassing in this

confidence

His desire

to

in itself

an

was

modern

era

seek another

affront

to

term

the

for Ghana to allow one person

be in

to

for

charge of the country's destiny
close to 20 years, "Why? Are there no

persons besides Rawlings”, queries Laud
.\gyekum, a 22-year-old student. The issue
has drawn the attention of

a

number of

people who foresee a dynasty being
established by Rawlings, a preposition he
denies.

However, the next four years

will be of
economic challenges for President
Rawlings. In Ghana today, economic

great

conditions have worsened off because of
the

government’s Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP). Parents are unable to
pay their children’s school fees, patients
can not pay for the increasing cost of
health delivery services and problems
abound

over

social

services.

economic situation in the country

The

has

severely brought the endurance of the
Ghanaian to test
it is a nightmare to
survive, many people contend.
—

Kufuor made considerable inroads

he

took

advantage of the
unemployment situation in the country
to
package his message to the electorate,
so those who felt they could have some
respite under him reached out to him.
But Rawlings indeed deserves the
because
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following his
victory and
has

assured

u
It took the EC

four

before it
announced
on

Ghanaians

December 11,

that the next

after

four
would

years
be

of

a

series

counting.

99

different.

Indeed,

Rawlings pumped big bucks into his reelection bid. The astounding and
grandiose expenditure by his party,
baffled many Ghanaians as to the source
of the unlimited cash.
His

campaign strategy was perfect. He

neutralised
were

some

leveled

of the accusations that

against him. Rawlings had

the state-owned media

at

call from which articles

his beck and

highly critical
opposition and its members were
churned. A collection of spurious
documentaries also sprang up on the
state television extolling the “good work”
that he had done over the years. One
thing was crystal clear: while the
combined opposition parties were
heavily cash-strapped, their opponent,
the XDG, swam in cash and deservedly
sprayed cash on their teeming
supporters. It was no wonder this also
formed the basis for the party to win
more
supporters. Kufuor and Mahama,
of the

the other hand, had to use their own

resources

to

support their campaigns. There

assistance from government —

they
complained bitterly and requested
that the playing field be levelled but their
calls went unheeded, whilst Rawlings dwelt
on the
gains of incumbency to pursue his

was no

indeed

advancement.
In all fairness, the NDG looked the best

organised and well-coordinated party as
against the opposition parties which were
inundated with internal bickering to the
extent

divided

that

they went to the polls

on a

number of issues

which was very instrumental
In

—

a

very
factor

in their defeat.

instances, their supporters were
unsure as to who to vote for in the

some

quite
parliamentary elections because they
paraded a lot of candidates.
Perhaps the considerable gains that
Rawlings made in the elections are a pointer
to

days

the winner

on

the

fact

that

the

electorate

is

reciprocating the developmental efforts of
the government towards improving their
lives, in spite of the crippling effects of SAP.
"They have seen roads and electricity
being put up in their villages, and they are
no more
suffering from guinea-worm
infestation,” says Ajoa Abankwa, a 39-yearold fishmonger.
Who knows, perhaps, they think the
opposition has nothing to offer them, Ama
Mensah postulates that fear: “I feel it was
better to be with the devil you know than
the angel you don’t”.
Now Ghanaians have spoken — they say
they want Rawlings to take them into the
next century. If Rawlings, who has already
served as head of state for 15 years, is able
to accomplish his task, he would remain as
the only Head of State who has served the
longest time in the annals of the country’s
history — 19 years.
Although Rawlings has managed to win
support from young business executives,
the main beneficiaries of growth and
the economic reforms inspired by
the International .Monetary Fund (LMF)
and the World Bank, many local investors
have not been completely at home with his
populist past.
Many have argued that Rawlings has
much to learn from his main opponent’s
advocacy of gradualism in the country’s
economic liberalisation process favouring
Ghanaian investors rather than foreign
capital.!
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KENYA

The ethnic

equation in the 1997
eiections

T

HE BATTLE is said

to

lie in the

race

for

the vice

president of the ruling party.
The Kenya African National Union
(Kanu), a position traditionally equated with
powerlessness and political sterility. However,
today, it is gaining recognition as being one of
the most sought after positions in the country,
the reason being that in the event that should

Few Kenyans

dispute the fact
that Daniel Arap Moi will
retain his position as the
country’s President following
this year’s national elections,
writes Absalom Mutere.

Moi not make it to the end of his second term,
whoever

occupies the post would be

a

front

succeed him.

runner to

Playing itself out against the politics of
representation and patronage, this
scenario promises to add new and intriguing
dimensions to this year’s campaign. The two
main contenders for the position are the
ethnic

incumbent, who is also minister for planning

themselves, via class interests, with politically
connected

Ktilenjin counterparts.
of political tradeoffs, the
Kalenjin and Kikuyu, by virtue of having held
the reigns of power and gained materially,
may be finding that interests converge in the
battle against “others ”who feel it is now their
turn to enjoy the same. The December 1996
issue of The Weekly Review's narration of
how this alliance may be playing itself out is
interesting. It talks ofChris Kirubi and Samuel
Macharia, two wealthy Kikuyu businessmen,
being among the country’s top indigenous
entrepreneurs. Kirubi is described as “the
suave and urbane owner of one of the
largest
local courier companies, DHL, and several
prime properties”, and Macharia, the man
In the game

and national

“who

and the

Royal Card, but has tried his hand in a wide
variety of enterprises ranging from paper
manufacturing to broadcasting.”
Both Kirubi and Macharia are now firmly
enjoincjd in what appears to be a gigantic and
well funded political enterprise to popularize
the ruling party within the Kikuyu
community, says the Weekly Review.
In meetings, purported by certain
politicians to be “clandestine gatherings of
the Kikuyu group”, personalities who
represented the “who is who” in Kenyan
society were said to have been present,
amongst them a nominated MP, G. G.
Kariuki, the managing director of the Kenya
Power and Lighting Company, Samuel K.
Gichuru, the permanent secretary in the
ministry of energy, Crispus Mutitu, the Nyanza
provincial commissioner, Joseph Kaguthi,

development, George Saitoti,
minister of agriculture, livestock

developmentand markedng, Simeon Nyachae.
Nyachae is widely acknowledged to be the
leader of Kanu’s ‘A’ faction, which is pitted in
abattle for control of the presidential succession
sweepstakes with Saitoh’s Kanu 'B’.
The Nyachae camp is said to embrace the
senhments of all those who feel that the
successor,

whoever he or she is, should

come

from an ethnic group other than ofthose that
have benefited from

having their own in the
country’s highest office. By that definihon,
the Kikuyu who had their turn under the
countiy’s first President,Jomo Kenyatta, and
the Kalenjin, whose turn came under Moi, are
ruled

out.

Being a member of the Kisii ethnic group
belonging to the category of
“those others” awaiting their turn, Nyachae
qualifies as a candidate. Saitoti, who is known
to be half Masai and Kikuym, is said to have
too much of the latter in his genetic makeup
to qualify as “other” in this equation. Nyachae
supporters note that in as much as Saitoti
may have served dutifully as vice president,
no amount of
integrity will save him from
succumbing to Kikuyu influences.
Saitoh’s Kanu' B’, rather than engaging in
this level of discourse, prefers to address the
issue of party and national unity. In this vein,
he recently gained the upper hand when
and therefore
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Moi: given to homilies and Biblical
pronouncements

rival

Nyachae was said to have been
summoned to State House for a severe tongue
lashing by Moi on suspicion that he was
leading the increasingly defiant clamor for
elechons within the ruling party.
Saitoh’s candidacy in this race is interesting
in more ways than one, principally because
his support in the Kanu ‘B’ faction derives
from amongst others, the member of
parliament for Kerio South and minister in

an

now owns a

local credit card company.

insurance executive, P. G. Mureithi,

general manager of Royal Card, Karanja
Njoroge, chairman of Thika Coffee Mills,
Pius Ngugi, a Nairobi lawyer, G. G. Kirundi,
a
leading psychiatrist, Frank Njenga, and

the Office of the President, Nicholas Biwott.

businessmen, Isaac Githuthu and C. M.

Biwott, in the eyes of political obsen'ers,
represents two concerns, one being those of

Kimeria.

fellow Kalenjins who worry about losing their

in Parliament

ethnic

preeminence and privileges in a postMoi era; the other concern is that of a Kikuyu
elite that stands to gain politically by aligning

These names came up in a document tabled

by the MP for Kitutu Masaba,
George Anyona. Earlier, Anyona had claimed
that there was an elaborate plan by the Kikuyu
elite

to ensure

that their ethnic group
13
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dominates all

spheres of national life. The
strategies to get Kikuyus

document laid out

appointed to top political, civil sen-ice and
parastatal posts to reinforce their economic
dominance and control of the

mass

media.

the

Kenyatta government

were not

monopolized by the Kikuyu, but they were
to take advantage of them in ways that
were out of
proportion to their share in the
total population. As the most land hungry
people, landless Kikuyu were the chief
able

the leading, recipients in the first
Development Plan’s smallholder credit

were

schemes, and thanks to their massive lead in
school

provision, they also occupied a
dispropordonate share of higher-level civil
service jobs.
Ironically, but organically, the process of
internal underdevelopment, which had
operated to transfer surplus from Africans in
general, and the Kikuyu in particular, to the
European settlers in the agriculturally
producdve areas, was now in a post-colonial
era operating in favour of those who had been

allegations were denied. As was the
Kikuyu conspiracy and the tribal beneficiaries of what was called the ‘Million
Acre Scheme’. As the people best able to raise
ramifications implicit in such accusations. In
an election
capital, the Kikuyu led the way in land
year, beyond such verbal sparring,
one may never see the real picture. However,
purchases, both individually and through land
tliere is sometliing to be said about how Kenyan
purchase cooperatives. Kikuyu traders and
politics, more so than the politics of most manufacturers took the lion’s share of
industrial development programmes. They
other countries in the eastern African region,
revolves around the ethnic equation.
Not only has it determined issues of
the day; it has almost by definition
defined the nature of society. In an
attempt to understand the way it plays
itself out systematically in the Kenyan
context, political economist Colin Leys
V
draws a comparison between ethnicity
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its chief victims.
In

light of all this, the issue around which
‘tribalism’ was first openly articulated in the
1960s is not surprising: the distribuuon of
white collar jobs. The reason for this is also
fairly obvious. During the 1960s, secondary
school enrollments increased six fold. White

collaremployment for Africans also increased
rapidly at first as a result ofAfricanization, but
from 1965 onwards the dramatic increase
from this

largely over.
■Manufacturingemployment rose very slowly
(by only 12 000 jobs from 1964 to 1970) and
although total public sector employment rose
by 66 000 over the same period, the number of
white collarjobs fell further and further below
source was

the demand from school leavers. It became

hard for MPs and local patrons to place their
clients into jobs. Accusations of'tribalism’

already survived a Kikuyu plot to unseathim.
In the face of such opposition, he had to
marshall enough support within his
ruling
party before the end of the three months to
be nominated for the Presidency. Part of the
reason for Moi’s success,
says Miller and
Yeager in a book entitled Kenya: The quest
for prosperity, was that he had moved
swiftly
to consolidate his
position by bringing two
Kikuyu leaders — Charles Njonjo, the then
Attorney General, and Mwai Kibaki, the
Finance Minister—into his close confidence.

By the time of the Kanu nominating
convention, there was no effective opposition
to

this Kalenjin outsider.

that transition from
ensued

—

were

in effect

the

new

It was in this manner
regime to the next

peacefully.

The parliamentary election of the following

of the Kenyatta old guard,
brought into office many candidates
sympathetic to Moi, and effectively awarded
him a sweeping mandate to
proceed with his own agenda.

year ousted most

began to be made more and more frequently
in parliament, at first mainly in salariedjobs,
but gradually extending to jobs in
general. What was at stake was
tlie ability of the educated to make
good their claims to their vyouldbe benefactors. They discovered,
Moi’s accession
says Leys, that’tribaf reemitment
saw every
patterns built up under colonial
rule meant that large areas of
political faction
patronage—whole departments
in Kenya joining

and firms

one

order.

Moi’s accession

saw

every

political faction in Kenya
joining the new order. At
this stage, the President
vowed to end political
factionalism and corruption.
Say Miller and Yeager, “as Moi
toured the country to build
support for his programme,
he developed a distinctive
leadership style — that of an
avuncular yet energetic

reserved for the patrons of
At this stage,
particular ‘tribes'.
The adoption of‘tribalism’ as
the President
an
ideology
among
vowed to end
school
parliamentarians can be fairly
an
teacher.
olitical factionalism
abstemious man who neither
clearly traced in the debates of
and corruption.
this time. By the end of the 1960s,
drank nor smoked, a person
it had effectively been diffused
given to homilies and biblical
among the population at large.
pronouncements”.
99
The Kikuyubourgeoisie were well
The authors continue: To
aware that
many of their special
gain public backing, he
advantages depended on their political released a dozen detainees who had been
dominance within the state apparatus. So
held by Kenyatta, abolished school fees,
long as enough ofthe Kikuyu masses believed initiated a national literacy campaign, and
that this was also of prime importance to
went to the hustings on the
corruption issue.
them, appeals to ‘uibaf solidarity would serve
He denounced smugglers, hoarders, and
the double purpose of reinforcing the
Kikuyu bribe takers in several open meetings and
leadership’s position at the centre, and moved behind the scenes to purge the
repelling challenges based on class bureaucracy.”
Over the years, this latter effort has
antagonisms within Kikuyu society.
This is the situation Moi had to address
informally come to be known as “Kikuyu
when he came to power in 1978, following
bashing”. So alienating and divisive were its
the death of Kenya's first nationalist
effects amongst the Kikuyu that in the wake
President,Jomo Kenyatta. As Vice President, of recent political developments, there are a
he had automatically assumed the Presidency
number of people who doubt the viability or
for a three months interim period. He had
imminent success of an alleged grandiose
Sapem February, 1997

plan to

the community back into the

woo

fold of the ruling party.

Some Kikuyu leaders
skeptical, even suspicious, of the scheme,
says The Weekly Review. The MP for Nyeri
Town, Isaiah Mathcnge, expressed such
doubts in parliament by saying that the
scheme will find an uphill struggle because
those who were mentioned as trying to
marshall support for the ruling
party in the
country’s forthcoming elections are the very
same people who have
corruptly benefited
are

from the government.

During the 1992 general election, the
Kikuyu community voted overwhelmingly for
opposition parties led by some of their most
prominent political sons, including Kibaki,
who was dropped by Moi as the country’s
Vice President, and the chairman of the
Forum for Democracy (Ford) Asili party,
Kenneth Matiba. The Kikuyu were angered
by the ‘tribal’ clashes in parts of the Rift
Valley province between October 1991 and
April 1994, which appeared to target some of
their own who had settled in fertile parts of
the vast province. Hundreds of people, many
of them Kikuyus of the so called
diaspora,
were

killed and

tens

of thousands rendered

homeless.

Although many of those affected
have since returned to their farms and

holdings. The Review, a Nairobi weekly
newspaper, observes that “they are still uneasy
about the situation, while quite a number of
others have never been able to return”.

Suspicion within the Kikuyu community
regarding the willingness of the government
and Kanu

to

accommodate them will

undoubtedly play itself out over the course of
this election year. As will
questions regarding
the implications of such a strategy in a country
where power, ethnicity and class dynamics
seem to have
merged organically to define
political processes.
Can Moi and his party under Saitoti’s Kanu
‘B’ faction afford to count on the
Kikuyu to
come back to the fold in
large enough
numbers that

ensure

the

success

of

a re-

election campaign?

Could a Kikuyu/Kalenjin
happened, facilitate such
process? Can Moi and Kanu ’B’ afford to
pursue such an alliance at the risk ofalienating
all those once “marginalized others" who
alliance, if it

ever

formed the backbone of his successful

campaign to counterbalance the post
Ke nyatta Ifikuyu preeminence
politically and
economically? Answers to some of these
questions may be forthcoming over the course
of the 1997 Kenyan election
campaigns.®
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MOZAMBIQUE

Politics and

religion

‘hot potato’ was placed by parliament in the hands of Mozambique’s
Presidentjoaquim Chissano. It was a bill intended to turn the two main holyIslamic days, thelde-UlFitre andIde-Ul-Adha, into national public holidays. But as Maria Cremilda Massingue writes, the bill
In the middle of last year, a

turned out to be unconstitutional.
FTER ITS

A

the bill

adoption by parliament,

was

sent to

the President,

as

i

required by the Constitution, for
final approval.
On previous occasions, the President
signed bills within 30 days, the maximum
period required by the Constitution.
However, in this particular case, instead of
signing or declining to do so, Chissano
referred the matter to the Supreme Court,
which also has the powers to make
Constitutional decisions.

On December 27, the bill was ruled

unconstitutional, then sent back to the
President, who on December 30, returned

parliament, saying he could not
promulgate it into law without the approval
of the Supreme Court.
It was the end of a long nightmare for
Chissano whose party, Frelimo, had
proposed and passed the bill in parliament.
Chissano had reportedly been taken by
surprise when the bill was proposed in
parliament, but rather than interfering with
parliamentary procedures, he waited for
the right moment. Under the Constitution,
the President has the powers to refuse to
sign any bill into law. In such circumstances,
he must return it to parliament which can
then override his decision by a two thirds
majority.
The bill was passed by the 129 Frelimo
parliamentarians, who outnumbered the
entire 121 in the opposition. The decision
to turn down the bill therefore brought a
moment of joy to opposition leaders who
it

to

feel that for the first time since the 1994
elections

they have scored a major victory

against Frelimo, which because of its
position as the majority, has always
succeeded in either passing bills it supports
or defeating those proposed by the
opposition.
Early last year, the Frelimo bench defeated
a motion proposed by Renamo requiring
government to account for all money given
to Mozambique as aid. In any case that
requirement was unnecessary, as aid flows
16

Playing it wisely; Chissano with Moslem leaders on the left. On the

are

built into the national

budget, which

requires parliamentaiy approval.
The opposition had resisted the Islamic
holidays bill on the grounds that it would be
discriminatory against non-Moslems. It also
argued that decreeing the two Islamic scared
days as national public holidays, could throw
the country back to instability, this time
triggered by religious intolerance.
Instability would not only come as a result
of the bill being passed, but also its rejection
by the Supreme Court, which could force
fundamentalists

to resort to

violence.

Albino

Magaia, a veteran Mozambican
journalist and writer, points out that, during
the parliamentary debate on the bill, bitter
exchanges had taken place between on the
one hand Moslem leaders who supported

right, seen with

sections of the Moslem
introduce

Islamic

community to
fundamentalism,

particularly in the north of Mozambique,
widely followed. For that
reason, he says, “I would not be surprised if
some Moslem fanatics took the Supreme
Court decision to mean an offense against

where Islam is

Allah".
There have been reports

of Moslem
Mozambique, in
the northern province of Nampula,
attempting to enforce Islamic laws,
including coercing women to cover their

leaders in the Island of

faces.
Over the past few years, fears have been
expressed that the tide of Islamic

fundamentalism

was

on

its way to

Catholic church and other Christian

Mozambique, and that the campaign for
the two Islamic holidays would eventually
lead to a more prominent role for Islam in

denominations who had worked overtime

the

the move,

to ensure

and

on

the other, leaders of the

that it is not

passed.

Magaia’s concerns go even further. He
by some

believes there is a strong campaign

country,

especially at the government

level.
In

a

country where

Churches had been

Cathedrals and
so

eminent and
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Christianity seemed to be predominant,
there has been

an

unusual

mushrooming

of mosques, leading to fears that Islam is
on the offensive. This can be seen in the

just three years, 25 mosques
built in and around the .Mozambican

fact that in
were

capital, .Maputo.
Analysts have in fact noted that the

played in this country”,
But for Jorge Rebelo, a former Frelimo
politburo member and one-time the party's
secretary for ideology, the Supreme Court
decision is in line with .Mozambique’s
Constitutional order. “Our state is secular,”
he says.
In its

ruling, the Supreme Court said if

Bill, remains unconvinced. “We shall abide

by the decision, hut it

appears to be based
interpretation of the concept
ofa secular state,” she says. She argued that
on a

confused

if the clue

celebrated
has

in

a

more

forceful

manner

the whole of

only region in Africa
Christianity is still predominant.

Southern Africa, the
where

political terms, the pendulum of
religion is going to turn 180 degrees to the
right, and it is not certain whether the state
will have the capacity to deal with such a
situation,” says Magaia.
For these they obligations to Allah are
“In

restricted

to

them

However, there is a very liny minority of
Moslems who believe that there is more to

Moslem than going for the Friday
pork, and marriage to as
many women as the men wish. Remane
Cadre Remane, a Moslem shop owner in
Maputo, says he was disappointed with the
President’s position. “That the Bill was

being

a

prayers, not eat

unconstitutional is

not

the issue.” he says.

“Turning it iijto law would have been a
recognition of the role Moslems have
Sapem February, 1997

to

be taken from the

out

of tradition, and that

tried

no one

turned into law,

the bill would give

legally enforce them
through the backdoor of parliament.
There are no clear indications as to why
Frclimo would have wanted to spearhead a
bill giving Moslems a special place in
Mozambican society.
During the 16-year civil war, there had
been unconfirmed reports that Renamo
received support from some Islamic states
in response to what thev saw as persecution
of the Moslem community by the Frelimo
government. By the results of the first
multiparty elections in 1994, it appears that
Moslems overwhelmingly threw their
support behind Renamo, particularly in the
northern province of Xampula.
That might have sent a warning signal to

privileges to

religious

Frelimo, which has

Cardinal-Archbishop of Maputo, Alexandre dos Santos (left) and Archbishop Jaime Goncalves of Beira

problem is not confined to Mozambique.
They argue that there has been a
unprecedented drive by Islam to penetrate

was

of the Supreme Court, many
countries which observe religious holidays
were already
violating their Constitutions,
and that most importantly, if the issue
involved a strict interpretation of the
Constitution, Mozambique was already
violating its Constitution by celebrating
Christmas and other Christian holidays.
However, others arc not convinced by
Teixeira's arguments, pointing out that
Christian holidays in .Mozambique have been
arguments

one

group over

others. “One need not evoke the fact that

paragraph 3 of article 9 of the Constitution
refers to the need for the state to uphold
the important role of religious groups, in
order to promote a climate
of
understanding, social tolerance and
reinforce national unity. Making a religious
day a public holiday is more than
recognising the role of that particular
religious group; it is granting it special
status not enjoyed by others,” it said.
The freedom of religion clause in the
Constitution also stipulates that "all citizens
shall have the freedom to practice or not to
practice a religion”. The Supreme Court
said this only meant that the state had to
respect individual beliefs, and itwould have
broken this legal provision ifit imposed on
the entire population dates that were sacred
to only one religion.
But Fernanda Teixeira, a Frelimo

member of parliament

who supported the

ever

to

to

field candidates for

the local government elections
for Xovember this year. One

scheduled
school of
thought has it that by proposing a law
favouring Moslems, Frelimo may have
wanted to preempt their support for
Renamo. According to that school of
thought, the fact that the .Mozambican
Constitution clearly states the secular nature
of the state would have posed no confusion
at

the unconstitutional

nature

of

a

law

establishing religious public holidays.
If this theory is to be taken seriously, it
might be then that Frelimo may have
deliberately proposed the bill knowing very
well that, in the final analysis, it would be
declared unconstitutional. It may as well
have proposed the bill knowing too well
that Renamo would oppose it, thus
inculcating in Moslems the idea that their
alliance with Renamo was misplaced. If
this is true, then Frelimo got what it
wantedlH
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Clinton II: will Africa be up to

the

challenge?
HermanJ. Cohen

years

becoming more visible
policy. For example,
the CCA successfully intervened in 1996 to
thwart the imposition of oil sanctions on
Nigeria that were being urged on the
Administration by the human rights
community. The CCA also successfully
exerted pressure on the US Export-Import
Bank (EXIM) to be less rigid and

be

mathematical in its application

A

S PRESIDENT Bill Clinton begins his
second

term

of office, there are

perceptible signs of change in
policy toward sub-Saharan Africa.
While we cannot expect Africa to rise to the
top of the American foreign policy priority
list, it is likely that more high level attendon
America’s

will be devoted to Africa in the next four

than in Clinton’s first term. What will
driving this increased focus on Africa?

for Clinton’s presidency,
the three main elements underpinning an
enhanced emphasis on Africa are rooted in
domestic politics.
Not surprisingly

interests in Africa, is

and vocal in US Africa

of credit risk
example,
EXIM reopened Cote d’Ivoire for credits to
the private sector in 1996,
despite the country’s large
criteria

to

African countries. For

the

debt burden. American

African-

business is still oriented

French business

American

mainly toward energy,

interests are

community is
becoming more

and
minerals,
telecommunications in

aggressive on
foreign policy.

Africa, but interest in other

Americans start

They

One need

competing for and
winning major

Clinton

•

beginning to
panic as

First,

gave

sectors

is

concessions in

election.

countries like

Although their
various

Cote d’Ivoire.

business

votes

Senegal and Cote
d’Ivoire

in the 1996

organisationswill
continue to be
oriented toward

domestic concerns,

they will be pressing

Clinton to give Africa a higher policy profile.
Vice President A1 Gore, who will be

seeking

continued support from African-Americans
when he runs for President in the year 2000,

looking for opportunities to put
limelight. Consequently, it is
safe to predict that Clinton will make his first

will also be

Africa in the

visit

to

•

Africa sometime in 1997.

Second, the American business

community is beginning to increase its
interest in Africa. One might describe Africa
as

“America’s newest and last business

Corporate Council on Africa
five-year old grouping of business
enterprises with investments or commercial
frontier”. The

(CCA),

a
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that the African-American vote should not
be conceded automatically to the Democrats.
In

Congressional races, a few thousand
Africa-American votes in the

some

extra

Republican column could make an
important difference in the outcome.
There will also be important bureaucratic
change in the implementation of foreign
policy in Clinton II. In Clinton I, power on

starting to grow.
only look at the

French business
are beginning to
panic as Americans start
competing for and winning
major business concessions
in countries like Senegal and

an

overwhelming
majority of their

looking for all ways the US can contribute to
appropriate change in Africa. There is also a
feeling on the part of some conservatives

way

interests

•

Third, The powerful

Republican majority in both
houses of the US Congress
are starting to apply their
own special way of looking
at the world to Africa policy.
There
is
a
growing
Albright: bringing power to the State Department
realization in Republican
ranks that merely reducing foreign assistance
Africapolicy was centered in the White House,
budgets does not constitute foreign policy. in the National Security Council secretariat
headed by Anthony Lake, the newly
There must be something else to replace
foreign aid. Africa is seen increasingly as a appointed Director of the Central
challenge to American ingenuity. A con tinent Intelligence Agency (CIA). That
with such great natural wealth and economic
arrangement was unfortunate because the
potential must not be allowed to remain so secretariat has too few people and too little
far behind the rest of the world in its
expertise on Africa to be more than reactive
development. Massive doses of capitalism to crisis situations. At the same time, under
and free markets are the answer, as far the
Lake, the foreign policy departments were
Republicans are concerned, and they are kept under such tight controls that they were
19
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unable to pursue more long term goals in
Africa. This will all change under Clinton II

because the new Secretary ofState, .Madeleine
Albright, will bring power on foreign poliq'
back to the State Department where it
belongs. Under her leadership, the many
talents and ideas available among the career
Africa experts in the U.S. Foreign Service
should be allowed

flourish.

to

What then will be the

likely practical
impacts of the several factors described
above? While change is in the air. there will
nevertheless be some continuity from Clinton
I.

An

emphasis on conflict resolution,
characterised by a strong desire to help
African nations develop their own capacities
to
prevent, manage and resolve conflicts,
will continue. The U.S. assistance program
to

have gone

through one or two rounds, and
for the building of the
institutions of civil society which are so crucial
to the
meaningful participation of citizens in

reverse

of the situation

own

their

Africa are still

The reform of
governmental institutions, such as the civil
service, thejudiciary, and banking regulatory
agencies will also grow in importance.
Where innovation in U.S policy toward
Africa will most likely be introduced is in the
area

own

governance.

of economic relations. This is where

Democrats and Republicans

in the Congress,
community, the
Africanists in the Foreign and Civil services,
and the political leadership of the Clinton
administration are slowly converging on the
need for change.
Some startling statistics have caused these
different American interest groups to hone
the African-American

budgets in
relying far too much on official
foreign assistance, a dwindling asset. WTiile

Africa continues

Americans who
focused

cooperation of

The

the UK, France,

of

greater effort at
reform and

UnitedNationsor
the

OAU

to

participate in
African

an
Crisis

Response Force.
Clinton’s foreign
policy team was
deeply
traumatized by
their failure

about Africa

are

to

Africa. To

accomplish

to

African

products, especially manufactured goods, including valueadded processed agricultural
Second, they are considering
the diversion of a portion
of American

have to be

a

the

far

partnerships, joint ventures and
loans. These forms of assistance,
in

private
initiatives by the

the

of trade and

promotion, would
hopefully encourage both

Africans

African

and

non-African

investors. The

Republicans, who
see such an
approach as the
logical extension of their
domestic policy of “less welfare
and more employment” for the
I
I poor, are enthusiastic about the

case

to date.

59
with

fair elections, now that most African countries

areas

investment

themselves than

to react

financing of private

investments in the form of equity

increased

has been the

development

assistance away from traditional
“human needs” projects toward

however, would

leadership in a
timely fashion to the genocide crisis in
Rwanda in 1994. They are determined that
such a tragedy will not be allowed to happen
again.
Support for democratization in Africa will
also continue through the programmes of
the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID). There should be a
decreasing emphasis on support for free and
20

care

American market

key element
change,

units

the

50

approaches. First, they are
exploring ways to open the vast

communications

and hopefully
Japan, to finance,
equip and train
African military

by

as

this

investment flows

44

press
ahead, with the

called

much

items.

also

available when

as

this, they are looking at two linked

persons.
The Americans

be

receive

problem in the search for
new ideas. Their
thinking is aimed at the
objective of encouraging more private
on

equip and train an OAU
deployable peace monitoring group of 100

to

to

of worldwide official development
assistance, it receives only two percent of
international private financial flows. If this
imbalance continues, Africa's development,
which in a number of countries is
only now
beginning to pick up steam, will be aborted.
percent

support,

will

Annual investment

movements.

infrastructure will continue, as will the project
to

years ago.

Unfortunately, Africa has not yet adapted to
this radically changed mix of financial

help the OAU conflict management

mechanism build its

only five

greater support

Former

in

on

economic

policy. For example, the

1996 annual report of the Global Coalition
for Africa, Economic and Social Trends in

Africa, points out that 70 percent of all

I from
concept which came originally
Democratic

Congressman
Jim McDermott of the State of
Washington. McDermott is a
physician who has practiced in
Africa, and retains a great deal of affection
for the continent and its peoples.
The proposed new American approach to

Secretary of State Warren Christopher: allowed
foreign policy to be run from the White House

financial flows from the industrialised

economic relations with Africa has merit,
because if itis successful African governments

countries

wifi derive far

to

the form of

the

developing world now takes
private investments. This is the

more revenue

in business and

from increases

employment than they

ever
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could from their traditional

reliance

on

foreign assistance. Such increased revenues
would also finance far more improvements
in health, education and infrastracture than
foreign assistance from all sources combined.
The key element of change, however, would
have

to

be

far greater

a

effort at reform and

private initiatives by the Africans

increased

themselves than has been the case to date.
the

Under

system

of financing

development through foreign assistance,
Africans had the luxury of being relatively
passive as they accepted foreign financing of
investments which often were more

geared

public opinion in the donor countries
to Africa’s own priorities. Under the
system being espoused by more Americans
across the political spectrum, significant
opportunities would be opened to Africans
for increased trade and foreign investment,
but it would be up to the Africans to take
advantage of such opportunities. The

to

than

African zebra

can

Clinton;

be led to the water, but

only he can decide if he is going to take

the

thinking becomes

policy during 1997, Africans will have
to do a better job of making their countries

real

attractive to investors, both

more

and

advantage of new American
policies, African governments will also have
To take

initiative to drink.
If the current American

Major changes in his Africa policy?

domestic

foreign. Such reforms, of course,

to

reexamine their current unhurried

approach to sub-regional economic
integration. In the world of the 21st century,
both foreign and African investors will be

should be undertaken in
any event, even
Americans do not
their

if the

change
policy. That means a

big

reduction

in

bureaucratic red tape in
the issuance of licenses and

permits to investors; the
reform

of

financial

institutions so that they can

savings from the
"little guy”, and recycle the
funds into productive
mobilise

looking for much larger
markets than e.xist today

a

in

To take

advantage of new
American

policies, African
governments will
also have to re-

with

exceptions of
Nigeria, South Africa
and Ethiopia. The faster
they can establish subregional cross-border
more

zones,

likely

investors will be

commercial risks.

medium and

approach to subregional

loans; and

economic

the

long term
assigning high

priority to infrastructure
improvements so that
investors will have good

In the final

integration

governmental "dissavings” which usually
take the form of subsidies to parastatal
enterprises that are badly in need of
rationalization.
Sapem February, 1997

new

analysis,

American

approach to relations
with Africa will be based
on

communications, reliable

electricity and water, and decent roads
from the rural producers to the processing
plants. It also means the reduction of

normal

take

to

the

that
willing

current unhurried

investments in the form of

the

notable

free trade

examine their

African

most

countries,

the

premise thatafter

attracted

to

of African

like Konan Bédié of C6te d’Ivoire,

Jerry Rawlings of Ghana, Omar Konaré of
Mali, Joaquim Chissano of Mozambique,
Thabo Mbeki of South Africa, Yoweri
Museveni of

Uganda, and others who are
effectively wresting control of their
countries’development decisions away from
the international financial institutions. They
are now
making their own decisions, and
their countries are starting to move ahead
smartly as a result.
It is countries like these that are willing to
take the risk of opening themselves to free
markets and free trade who will receive

American attention
to see Africa become a

who cannot become

they

are

equal partners because
trapped in decayed old systems of

power through political patronage, antibusiness environments, and failed states,
will be considered only as humanitarian
and will otherwise be

such time

that the Clinton administration,

which is made up of ayounger generation

of

leadership led by Clinton himself, finds itself

strong trading partner

of the United States. Those African countries

cases

reason,

especially from the

conseiwative Republicans who sincerely want

35 years

this

Isaias

Afwerki of Eritrea, Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia,

African nations

of political independence, most
are ready for equal
partnership based on African “ownership"
of their own development decisions. It is for

the second younger generation

leadership. These are the leaders

as

ignored until

they make the necessary internal

changes.

policy trend in the United
being duplicated in many of the
donor nations. Will Africa be up to the
challenge? ■
The

current

States is
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ZAMBIA

After the victory, now

the economic
challenges

Zambia’s President Frederick Chiluha has

appointed his

new

Cabinet after he bounced back into

power in a landslide victory during the November general election. But unlike in the first live years of
his administration, in which the main challenge had been to cement the democratic institutions, diistime
the Movement for

challenges,

W

.says

Multiparty Democracy (MMD), his party, will have to focus
Chiyiimbe N’gonga.

HEN SWEARING in the

new

interpreted by many in Zambia
as a display of the President’s commitment
to

a move

his election manifesto, Chiluba established

for the first time desks

responsible for street
to be run by
deputy ministers, and created anew ministry

vendors and church affairs

of state in the Office of the President. Former

deputy minister for special duties at State
House, Eric Silwamba,

was

elevated to full

cabinet minister, whilejosiah

Chishala, who
parliament (MP) for the
.Mwansabombwe constituency in Luapula
province, and Reverend Peter Chin tala, .MP
for Kabushi, Xdola, were appointed to run
is

member of

a

the

street

at

State House

on

December

2,1996, President Chiluba warned his ministers against being lazy
and urged them to move fon\'ard with economic and political reforms

“for the benefit of the nation.”
In

cabinet

The GDP declined by 0.5 per cent in

1990,
improving slightly to 0.04 per cent in 1991,
before sliding to -3.4 per cent in 1992. The
1993 bumper harvest in the agricultural
sector improved the rate of growth to 8.2 per
cent, but this was juxtaposed with an
extremely poor marketing strategy which
punished the producers quite severely to an
extent that the partial drought of 1994,
coupled with farmers'disillusionment, meant
a complete reversal of the
growth pattern
in that sector, resulting in an economic
decline of 6.6 per cent.
In 1995, the government’s

economic

vendors’ and church affairs’ desks

After a first five-year term characterised

be determined

elections.

to

This

led

contesting the
Zambia’s

main

cooperating partners to suspend their
balance of payments support.
At the last consultative meeting

make his last term i n office

held in

Bournemoudt, England, in December

"This is my

last five years, and
wish to leave an impression with the Zambian
people as best as I can. I owe it to them,” he
one.

policies were directed at promoting growth
by creating an environment conducive to
the attainmentof higher rates of investment,
and the promotion of
competition,
productivity and efficiency.
Despite the increase in economic
activities, particularly in the informal sector
as evidenced
by an increasing number of
street vendors, the economy registered a
decline of 3.9 per cent in real GDP.
Poor agricultural production due to
drought and bad marketing policies may
have conuibuted to the country’s economic
decline in those years, but there were other
factors, such as the decline of output in the
mining sector, and the sluggish performance
of the manufacturing sector.
Further harm on the economy was inOicted
with the adoption of a new Constitution in
Kenneth Kaunda from

by

rumblings and a spate of resignations by top
government officials occasioned by
corruption allegations, Chiluba appears to
better

the economic

1996, which barred former President

respectively.

a

on

1995,

donors had

Chiluba initiated a long process ofeconomic

e.xpressed great concern over
what they had considered issues of
governance in Zambia, including allegations
of drug trafficking by senior government
officials. This followed the resignation of

reforms which, with the support of
International Monetar)'Fund (IMF) and

PresidentChilubaofnot taking the necessai7

said.

Following his first election victory in 1991,

several ministers

the
the
World Bank, were expected to enable Zambia
achieve sustained economic growth and reduce
the country’s dependence on foreign aid.
Although progress was made at the

action

macroeconomic level, the overall economic

performanceofZambiain the period 19911996 was dismal, with the highest negative
growth being recorded during the period
1992
22

to

1995.

President Chiluba: “.

.

.

wish to leave

an

impression with the Zambian people as best
as

I can”.

to reverse

some

of whom accused

the situation.

According to a review on the
performance of the government this year,
done by the Economics Association of
Zambia (EAZ), there was, on the part of
government, lack of a process of consensus
building on issues of national significance,
a

serious indictment

on

the MMD’s stated

policy of up-holding the principle of good
Sapem February, 1997
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and consultations with all
segments of society.

governance

particularly in

The issue of governance,

light of the recent Constitutional
amendment, is going to be a major topic at
the consultative
meeting of Zambia’s
creditor nations scheduled for this
in Paris, and

could make

or

month

break Zambia’s

getting external financing.
employment in the country
continued to decline (377000 in 1990

chances of

The rate of
has
to

the gross per

334 000 in 1995) while

capita consumption has fallen from
to

K792

K427 in 1990-1995. Worse still, poverty

with 76 per cent of
of over 8.5 million
people
living in extremely poor
conditions, according to the Central
has become rampant,
the total population

Statistics Office (CSO).

Future

President Chiluba

begins his second term in office, is to
focus on achieving the economic goals set

as

in

he

the

other
rates

past years.

be well explained under the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP).
While in general terms SAP and
stabilisation programmes
have been
effectively implemented as evidenced by
Zambia's
qualification to Enhanced
Structural
Adjustment Facility (ESAF),
analysts say institutional inadequacies

past could

and

lack

of

facilities

hindered

the

harnessing of many positive outcomes.
Agriculture and food security for
example, form the economic base for the
development of the country, but in the
past, the sector has performed poorly
mainly because the government did
not
lay adequate
foundations that
could cope with liberalisation in both
production
and marketing. In this
field,

Challenges

The great challenge for

strategies and its negative impact in the

intervention

government

was

because prices in agriculture
subject to considerable fluctuation

necessary
are

This will entail, among

things, reducing the high interest

which now stand at about 90 per cent in

increasing local productivity
maintaining lower inflation rates,
which by the end ofDecember 1996 stood at
real terms,

and

35.2 per cent.
On the other

efficient private sector agricultural
production, with special emphasis on
enhancing food
security, diversifying
agricultural output, reducing susceptibility
to
drought, and expanding agricultural
promote

exports.

supposed to be implemented
Agricultural Sector Investment
Programme (ASIP) to which about K350
billion
(US$350 million) has been
These

are

under the

allocated. However, sub-sectoral
have shown that

towards administrative costs
a
quarter
to actual
agricultural production.
Mining and quarrying is the major
foreign exchange earner but is now under
threats
of collapse due to lack of
reinvestment over the past 15 years. Since
the country has no such huge investment
(USS2 billion) required to revamp the
industry, the government should speedup
privatisation of the mines so that
they can lead to improvement in
the mineral production and foreign
exchange earnings.
The
shrinkage
of the
manufacturing sector in the last
five years should
be a major
and

less

emphasis must be put on
expansion of the productive sector as
this carries the economic development of
the country in its “hands”. The government
has not been
very active in this area
Above all,

the

as

more

efforts

were

put on

liberalisation of the economy and trade
that resulted in Zambia becoming the

dumping ground for foreign goods.
The

absence

of

Sapem February, 1997

interventionist

of concern for Zambia and

government. To

MMD

resuscitate it, lower taxes would be

expenditure has to be rigidly controlled.
External liquidity must be within reach as
well as a stable exchange rate. Privatisation
must be enhanced to raise productivity.
A
multi-dimensional long-term
economic vision will be necessary in the
next five years in order to achieve a
significant drop in the cost of living.
The government will also have to strive
to change Zambia from an exporter of
raw materials and importer of
finished
goods to an exporter of finished or
intermediate goods through provision of
more
incentives to the manufacturing

before

than

source

government

sector.

allocations

than three quarters

of this fund go

the

hand,

more

needed

help manufacturers
by
the economic depression of the
past few years.
recover

to

from the losses caused

Other

that will need

sectors

immediate attention

are

tourism,

and communication,

transport

and energy and water development,
as

well

as

local government

and

housing.
The

social

education

sector

and

—

health,

community

development—are equally cardinal
in the economic recovery
A voter in Zambia, will

and

the

farmers

lack

the necessary

incentives.

Fluctuating incomes for example make
only the farming planning difficult,
but also impossible to make
rational
economic decisions, thereby deterring
farmers from making long-term decisions.
According to a policy paper, the
not

government policy

of the
country,andsothey deserve attention

economic progress follow?

for 1995-1997 is to

if poverty is to be eliminated.
The above areas were and
centre

of

concern

are

still the

by the donors, which,

apart from the question

of governance,

will determine Zambia’s chances for further

aid
well

at

the Paris consultative
the

prospects
government to continue
as

meeting, as
of the MMD
in power after

2001 elections.B
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Botswana goes

T

cellular

he Botswana Telecommunications

can

Corporation (BTC) is to break up its
monopoly over the telecommunications industry in the country, following a
new Act of parliament which allows private
operators in the industry.
The new legislation also allows private
companies to operate cellular phone and

base

maintenance and installations.

Although

new processes

have been put in

Authority, whose among
responsible for
approval of taritfs and all regulatory matters
in the provision of services.
other activities is to be

the challenge, the BTC is
planning to form subsidiary companies to
execute other activities and form joint

phones, and
companies have been invited to tender for
the project.
The BTC’s chiefexecutive says his company
is still experiencing problems in the areas of

passed by parliament

communications

The Chief Executive of the Botswana

is also preparing itselffor

highest penetration rates
exchange lines for

in 1996 introduces the Botswana Tele-

Telecommunications

The corporation

rate.

of the

every 100 people.
Another legislation

environment.

the introduction of cellular

fast

one

in Southern Africa at 4.0

Corporation (BTC’s) chief executive, Olebile Gaborone, while cautiously welcoming the move, says his company is now
positioning itself for the new competitive

alliances.

at a

It has

nications

venture

high prices in neighbouring South

Since its inception in 1980, the BTC has
consistently expanded its net and subscriber

in ternet services. But Botswana Telecommu-

To rise up to

fetch

Africa.

The new telecommunications

Corporation, Olebile

follow the

Gaborone

ernment

place as in the provision of serv'ice, he says, the
pace at which telephones are installed is still
slow.
“The main
from

one

reason

culture to

is that the transition
a new one

is not easy.

.Maintenance

problems are exacerbated by
vandalism on our line plant,” says Gaborone.
V'andalism has mainly been caused by theft
of the copper made telephone cables, which

legislations
adoption by the Botswana gov-

of

a

new

Telecommunications

Policy in 1995, which aims at encouraging

competition as a means to increase efficiency and diversification in the supply of
communications services, participation of
the private sector in the development of
the industiy, and the involvement of users
to ensure sustained development and protection of

consumers

from

uneven

competition.B

CODESRIA
Vacancy Announcement
Development of Social Science Research in Africa
(CODESRIA) based in Dakar, Senegal invites applications from African
Social Science Scholars for the position of Senior Programme Officer to
manage its rapidly expanding and highly demanding Training, Grants,

Know and be known in the African and internationai scientific communities.

•

The Council for the

Academic Freedom and Outreach

Department.

Secretariat

This post constitutes one of the top leadership of the CODESRIA
which works as a team and as such the incumbent will be expected

to

provide leadership
and support to training and research network activities, organize scientific
meetings and facilitate networking and co-operation amongst researchers,
professional associations and regional bodies.
The candidate will also be expected to manage the Training and Grants
Programme of the Department of Training, Grants, Academic Freedom and
Outreach. This programme which represents one of the pillars of
initiate, develop and manage projects and programmes,

developing young African scholars
incorporates the Institutes Programme which includes the Governance,
Gender and Flumanities Institutes and the Small Grants Programme for fhe
Writing of Theses and Dissertations.

CODESRlA’s current mission of

Qualifications

Salary ievel wiil be commensurate with the experience and qualifications of the
with that provided for simiiar positions in

selected candidate and comparabie
other international organizations.

The selected candidate will be entitled to tax exempt salary, post-adjustment,
contribution to children's education, settlement allowance, a contributory

pension fund and health insurance.
The contract is for three years

renewable once.

Procedure for Submission of

Applications

Applicants should submit the following:
•

An

•

A detailed curriculum vitae containing training and professionai

•

Reference ietters from three people who know the applicants (including at
least two resident in other countries other than those of the applicants);

•

One copy

application letter;

experience;

of three or four publications.

Reference letters should be sealed and sent

Applicants are required to:
*

Have a strong academic background with post-doctoral experience in
developing and managing research projects and programmes.

*

Have a knowledge of CODESRIA and/or similar research organizations
and the ability to motivate and develop researchers and staff.

*

Possess experience of management and fund
related research institutions and organizations.

raising in similar or

Women candidates from Southern and Eastern

Sapem February, 1997

Conditions of Service

directly to CODESRIA. Every
correspondence sealed and marked ‘Application’ should be addressed to;
The President of the Executive Committee,
CODESRIA, PO Box 3304,

Dakar/Senegal
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION
All

applications should be sent no later than March 31st, 1997.

Africa and the Maghreb are especially encouraged to apply.
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KOFI ANNAN
who like to believe they are the

1^OFI Annan, who on
|^|anuary 1 assumed his new
position in the international
bureaucracy as the 7th
Secretary-General ofthe United
Nations, is seen by many in the
organisation as a man who will
bring in a wealth of experience
and expertise gained through

supported in 1991.
Annan started his

service for the world

initiated discussions

April 8 1938,
he is the son of a hereditary leader of the
Fante ethnic group. His wife Nane, with

formula

the

is

to become a painter.
most senior

first

international civil service officer to have
come

when he served

qualities needed to transform

the United Nations into

a

The

21st century

modern

organisation.
Annan’s first signs of leadership qualities
surfaced as he attended a boarding school
in Ghana, in the

1950s. He led his school

the “Oil-For-Food”

1,1995 and March 1996,

special representative of
the Secretary General for the former
Yugoslavia. In this capacity, he was
responsible for overseeing the transition

the first UN

have all the

on

the humanitarian'crisis in

between November

from Sub-Saharan Africa. He is also

Secretary-General to have
emerged from the ranks ofthe organisation,
and having served in Addis Ababa, Cairo,
Geneva, Ismaila (Egypt) and the UN
headquarters in .New York, Annan must

to ease

Iraq, following the UN imposition of
sanctions on the sale of Iraqi oil.
From 1993 until his appointment, Annan
served as the UN’s head of peace keeping
operations, a job interrupted briefly

whom he has three children, is a lawyer who
.\nnan

with the UN

the invasion of Kuwait in 1990. He also

body.

Born in Kumasi, Ghana, on

threw away legaljargon

career

nearly 35 years ago, going through a number
of bureaucratic positions that included
administration, budget, finance, personnel
and refugees.
Some of the most sensitive diplomatic
missions of his career included negotiating
the repatriation of 900 international staff
and the release of hostages in Iraq following

than three decades of

more

indispensable

nation, decided to dump the Egyptian
Boutros Boutros Ghali, who they had

new

as

from the United Nations Protection Force

(Unprofor) in the former Yugoslavia to the
Implementation Force
(Ifor), following the 1995 Dayton peace
agreement. It was during this time that
Annan showed his qualities as an astute
diplomat. His mission there was to hold
regular meetings with the British, French,
Multinational

hunger strike in

Russian and US ambassadors to coordinate

demand for better food. In a recent inteiview

actions on the UN peace keeping operation.
”To come out of that, with all four of them

mates

on

a

successful

Secretary-General
narrated a stoiy which he said he never
forgot. When he was 17, his headmaster

with Newsweek, the

walked into the classroom, and put up a
broad white sheet of paper with a small
black dot in the corner, and
what was

on

asked them

it. “All of us shouted in unison,

‘A black dot!’,”he

recalled.The headmaster

of you saw the
paper? Don’t go
through life with that attitude”.
It is that ability to see black and white that
has made Annan perhaps the most suitable
choice for the highest post in international
multilateral diplomacy, after the Americans,
then said: “not

a

single

broad white sheet of

26

one

man

at

feeling that they had never been misled, is
diplomacy,” a US diplomat
told Newsweek recently.
At his acceptance speech; Annan revealed
himself to be a strong believer in the notion
that world’s prosperity can only come
through economic development and social
justice. "A new understanding of peace and
security must emerge, ” he said. The world is
beginning to recognise he added, “that
conflict has many roots, that peace rests on
economic and social stability, and that
intolerance, injustice and oppression . . .
respect no national frontiers”.
what’s called

the top
of the

Sapem February. 1997
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His inaugural address was more of a
professorial oration than an ordinary by a
technocrat that Annan has always been
perceived to be. An economist with postgraduate management training, he said: "We
know

more

than

ever

is, above all,

that sustainable

11

needs:

own.

of urgency,

he
expected to put in
place the machinery
necessary to pull the UN out

He may have to
do more than

food,

medical care”.

will

of their

As

a matter

will be

clothing, shelter and
But Annan

000, and presided over the

u

people—real people with
basic

necessarily mean he will have to be their
puppet. Annan will be expected not to
overlook the increasing social and economic
needs of a continent that has largely been
marginalised in global politics; Africans
certainly expect some sort of respite from
one

of

a matter

to cut

not

economic development is not merely a matter
of projects and statistics.

Americans against a fellow African, that does

of

Boutros Ghali who
was accused by
the Americans of

be

its

financial

and

organisational quagmire. His
popularity within the UN
to overcome the arduous
bureaucracy set up will also
tasks awaiting him, than
turn out to be his
major trial.
blocking reforms
How to carry out reforms
by his past career or any
amount of
within the organisation
good sounding
words he utters. His major
without alienating old friends
will require some real
challenge will be to restore
the institution's credibility
leadership, not much that of
in the eyes of the most influential nations in
leading teenage hunger strikers. He may

Judged more by his ability

u

the UN system.
Also for the Africans, he will have

that

although he

was

have
to

to

do

more

than Boutros Ghali who

accused

by the Americans of blocking
reforms, even though he actually managed

prove

was

supported by the

the secretariat staff from 12 000

to

9

organisation’s
first ever zero-growth budgets.
Washington is the world’s biggest UN
debtor, owing about USS1.5 billion in unpaid
dues. Convincing the administration to
persuade the Republican dominated US
Congress to authorise the payments will be
Annan’s first major test match. So far, he
seems to be
succeeding, having made Clinton
to make a
public undertaking that he will
lobby congress to authorise the payments.
He will have to strike an
equally important
working relationship with the French, one of
the five permanent

members of the UN

SecurityCouncil. France had initially opposed
Annan, preferring a French-speaking
candidate. In response to the French
insistence Annan, who studied in Switzerland,
said jokingly

that he was even beginning to
speak English with a French accent. With
Britain almost always aligning with the
Americans, France provides the alternative
view on European affairs to the Security
Council, and Annan will definitely need their
cooperation.■
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MEDIA

distinguishing status from
priority

TV Malawi:

MALAWI,

one

of the few remaining pariahs in the television world, will be able to cross TV ofits list
TV station in the first halfof this year,writes Shingai Nyoka

of have-nots when it commissions its first

A
as

BSEXTFROM both the T\'owners
and the government is the pomp
and fanfare that might be expected

Bakili Muluzi's two and

United

Democratic

government, reaches a

a

half year

Front

old

(UDF)

milestone on the

highway and at the same time
erases a
phenomenon svmbolic of Hastings
information

Kamuzu Banda’s

era.

But TV Malawi's steam has

started

to

dissipate even before transmission begins.
The station has suffered
starts over

a

number of false

the last year, most notably when a

partnership between the Malawian
governmentand Malaysia'sTVSfell through,
after the Malaysians were reported to have
provided equipment which was considered
to

be sub-standard.

The equipment would have been obsolete

Benson Tembo, T\^
project co-ordinator.
Malawi’s 20 000 or so upper class
owners are also said to be apathetic about
the station as phenomena such as satellite
T\' and the VCRs have increasingly become
in about two years," said

Malawi’s

their dailv entertainment.
While the

government may

have missed

this imporuint segment
another question that

the boat to attracting

of T\' viewers,

invariably arises, pertaining to the timeliness
of the

project, is whether the government
actually afford the KlOO million (L'SST
million) venture, given that it should be
tiying to curb its expenditure.

can

TV Malawi, however, comes at an

importantjuncture in the stale of the media
in Malawi and when the first programmes
are

aired, will reveal

government is

just how far Muluzi’s

committed to the cause of

democraev and freedom of the press.
■Since their release from the

Banda’s dictatorial

tentacles of

regime, Malawians have

enjoyed a relative amount of press freedom,
with a total of five or so daily and weekly
28

In 1994, Malawians had something to cheer about, when Muluzi came into power. Many of
the same people, however, will not be able to share in another of Malawi’s milestones...
when and if T'i/ Malawi ever arrives.

independent newspapers at their disposal.
Charles Simango, editor-in-chief of the
independent newspaper The Democrat, said

towards the

that this press freedom had risen
end of the Banda days and thus

the UDF
state of

could not take credit for the present
Malawi’s print media.
At present
but

so

the UDF has its own newspaper,

does the main

opposition, the MCP

.Vetvs, its mouthpiece during the party’s reign
and its continuing insirumentof propoganda.
no attempt to change
but they have been accused of
keeping a tight fist on the Malawi
Broadcasting Corporation (MBC) Radio, the
only medium that at the moment is
completely under government control.

The UDF has made

the status quo.

“The

government is deliberately dragging

(Malawi Congress Party) headed by Banda,

its feet in

which has retained control of the Malawi

Simango.

changing the broadcast laws," said
Saphm February. 1997
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He also asserts that the

government’s

The .Malawi

Broadcasting Act allows
appoint the MBC Board and
the general manager, and specifically
permits

reluctance

to

change the Malawi
Broadcasting Act (which accords sweeping
powers to the government) is an effort to

government to

retain

control

what it

some

counteract

the

over

the media

to

barrage of the independent

the minister ofinformation

and

can

grant licences to

cannot

to

tell the station

broadcast and

private broadcasters.

The Civil Liberties Committee

press.
Radio is the

powerful medium in
•Malawi and although about 70 per cent of
the country’s population is illiterate, there
is one radio for evei7 nine people.
Although TV will be only accessible to the
upper echelons of the society, if the
government does succeed in maintaining
its monopoly of the broadcast medium, it
will be able to enhance its position in the
state by being able to sell itself in the most
most

credible medium available.
When Muluzi

came to
power in .May 1994.
championed the cause of freedom of
speech as enshrined in the democratic
principles of .Malawi’s constitution. He
guaranteed the freedom of the press,
saving that draconian media laws would
be reviewed and promised to champion

he

the rule of law

to create a new

culture of

to

(CILIC)

and Article 19, the International Centre

Against Censorship, have submitted a detailed
critique of MBC to the Law Commissioner,
arguing that the existing Act does not
guarantee editorial independence and that
the MBC has an obligation to be
politically
impartial and to give a voice to differing
points of view.
In defence of the government’s position,
the principal secretary for information,
Z.K..M. Medi, said although he could not
discuss the details of the Act while it

was

still

under review in Cabinet, the government

processing the submission made by the
rights groups and would not speed
up the process of reforming the Act “just to
please the media”.
was

human

How far the Act will allow government to
the course and content of
.Malawi

steer

openness

remains

more

however, that while Muluzi’s political
affiliation may affect the content in

and transparency. Today he is
likely to be heard bemoaning the
state of the
independent media and
castigating them for what he calls
"inaccurate reporting which harms the
image of the country."
Muluzi’s relationship with the media

government controlled media, it has steered

suffered

probably have

setback when

a

one

of the papers

published a police file picture of him taken
when he wasjailed in the 1960s on allegations
of having stolen six pounds, a
charge he still

clear of

to

be

seen.

Simango is confident,

religious bias. He added that, the

fact that .Muluzi and almost 20 per cent of
the country's population are Muslim, would
no bearing
orientation of TV .Malawi.

in the religious

deadline.

The

commissioning of the
apace to meet the mid-

denies.

staff

undergoing crash
training courses in Namibia, Zimbabwe and
as far afield as
Germany. According to
new

are

Benson Tembo, renovations of the Kwacha
Conference Centre, the headquarters of
the station, and installation of the
equipment

by Sony LLK., is complete.
At the end of it all, the multi-million

dollar

question remains: How many people
tuning in when the station is
com missioned? More
importantly how many
people, after the initial excitement of
witnessing .Malawian home-grown images
will stop themselves from
tuning off and
reverting to satellite T\' and videos?
Ataglance, the programme line up seems
sensible enough: civic education, health,
agricultural programmes and some carefully
will be

screened international programmes devoid
of colonial connotations and Western

cultural

imperialism.
given that the TV owners are largely
the cognitive elite, these programmes which
are more
pertinent to the rural and lower
income folk, might not be of sufficientvalue
to keep viewers tuned in.
Even the average government
employee
will struggle to afford a USS400 TV set on a
salary of L’SS200 plus high cost of basic
living.
.Maybe at the end of it all, the government
after realising that financing a station for
such a minority is not so viable,
might be
But

forced

Nevertheless, the
station continues

year

to

agree

with Banda that aTVstation,

despite being a status symbol, is
priority after all.l

not

really a

The President filed

charges against the
“character assassination”, but
abandoned the case saying that he did

newspaper for
later

not want to

muzzle the press.

Critics of the government say its lack
commitment to democracy is highlighted

its continued control
which

at

over

this stage

of

TRANSFORMING CONFLICT

by

INTO JUST OUTCOMES IN AFRICA!

the radio station,

A

course

than a
department in the ministry of information.
The station is still operating under the statute
which

is

no more

in place during the one
party state era, despite the Act’s inconsistency
state

with the

was

new

Following an

uproar

by the Civil Liberties

Commitee (CILIC) and Article 19, the
International Centre Against Cesorship,
.Malawi’s

prevention and management of
conflict offered

by

C0.4LITI0N FOR PEACE IN AFRICA
COALITION IDllR LA PAIX EN AFRIQUE

put

Constitution.

for

When;

2 June —4

Where:

Johannesburg, South Africa

Cost;

US$2.000

July 1997

FOR COURSE DETAILS CONTACT:
The Course Organizer. COPA
P.O. Box 53687, iloyeville. 2139

South Africa

Tel: (27)(0)11-614 4141
Fax: (27)(0)11-614 4114

E-m»l; copa@iafrica.com
NETWORKING TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES

independent media and XGO’s,

the government
Act.

has decided
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SPORT
CAPE TOWN OLYMPIC BID

See You in Geneva
South Africa anxiously awaits that its magnificent city of Cape

Town will be awarded the right to host the 2004

Olympic Games, but a national consensus is yet to be reached on a number of issues ranging from economics
to the impact on environment, as Tendai Dumbiitshena writes.

S

PORTS is the

which

one area

seems to

unite people oi'all races in South Africa.
In

where issues tend to be
conflicting racial perspectives,

country

a

viewed from

of a united “rainbow”
Springboks won the
rugby world cup inJune 1995, and the nation
soccer team lifted the African Cup ofNations
the only manifestation
nation

seven

was

when the

months later.

It is therefore not surprising

that there has

been support across the board for Cape Town
to

host the

Olympic Games in 2004.

Government, the corporate

world,

public have
the greatest
earth to the "mother

sportsmen and women, and the
united to support a bid to bring
sports

spectacle

on

city!"
For

change, opposition to the bid is

a

on the all too
this broad unity
that the 20-man International Olympic

based

on

issues rather than

familiar racial lines. It
Committee

was

(IOC) evaluadon team found

when it visited

Cape Town in December.
by President Xelson
.Mandela, and sports minister Steven Tshwete,
were eareful not to go overboard with their
hospitality. There is a realization that the
The hosts, led

what will
short list of
four cities in .March. The final selection will
technical merits of the bid
count

when the IOC decide

are

on a

be made in December.

Cape Town is competing against St.
Petersburg, Stockholm, Lille (France), Seville

(Spain), Rome, Istanbul, Athens, San Juan
(Puerto Rico), Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
Aires.

Th'e chief executive of the South African

Olympic Bid Company, Chris Ball, is
confident that Cape Town will make it to the
short list. But the question is whether a
developing country like South Africa has the
resources to stage an event of the magnitude
of the Olympics.
Are there obvious economic benefits that
will far
30

outweigh the initial costs? Or is this

Mandela:

was

careful with the inspection team

yetanotherexampleofaThirdWorldcountry
getting its priorities wrong in search of
international

prestige?
of Atlanta, Andrew Young,
encouraged Cape Town to bid for the games
Former mayor

when the idea

was

first mooted. His basic

argument was

that

a

successful bid would

bring in billions of rands in new private
investments to South Africa. This was the
experience in Atlanta, he argued. Atlanta,
venue of the 1996 Olympics, broke even on
an operating budget of US41.7 billion. Many
cities were

nervous to

bid for the games after

.Montreal lost USSl.8 billion in 1976.
Sapem February, 1997
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Angeles showed that with innovative
marketing, profits could be made. The 1984
games in the City of the Angels netted a
profit of USS250 million. Cape Town has an
operating budget of US$1.32 billion, and an
operating expenditure of US$928 million.
The organizers have already negotiated
television rights which they believe will earn
them over USS500 million, or 43 per cent of
the costs, sponsorship covering about US$245
million, and an anticipated ticket sales
cashing in USS172.6 million.
Based on these figures, estimates are that
there will be a gross surplus of USS317.7
million and a net profit of USS22 million
after transfers to capital items and reserves.
The organizers have budgeted to sell 5.6
million tickets at prices ranging from US$19
to US$65. To justify the bid, some experts
project a growth rate in the economy of
between 3 and 7 percent. One study has
projected a growth in national GDP of
between R17 billion and R29.9 billion by the
year 2010 (1 Rand is equivalent to about
USS4.5 at the current exchange rate).
Ironically, these will be greater outside the
Western Cape which itself is expected to
grow by an average of 3.1 per cent or R7.2
billion by the year 2010.
Ball believes R5 billion would flow in

to

But there

are

those that are not impressed

by all these positive projections. A number
of organizations have been formed to
oppose
the bid. Despite reported efforts to
stop
them from seeing the IOC evaluation team,
they managed to do so apparently at the
insistence of the team leader, Johan Bach.
Their case is simply that the money spent
on the
Olympic bid should be used to address
pressing bread and butter issues.
Unemployment, housing, health, education
and crime all need urgent attention.
Willie Adams, of the “Stop the 2004
Olympic Forum”, says “While we are not
opposed to the Olympics, we do not believe
that

now

is the time for South Africa

bidding. There
priorities.”

are more

to

be

important

new

however, been

a

hotels

two years.

are

opinion polls in the Western Cape
of the public support

show that 80 percent
the bid.
Will

Cape Town get the games? The bid
and government are quite

company

terms

room

for sentiment. The

at

the

moment

lies in the

areas

of

accommodation and transport. But
confident that the plans that have

he is
been
submitted will satisfy the IOC that Cape
Town will have adequately addressed these
problems.
In favour of the Cape Town bid are

Barcelona built 40

cent

Chris Ball:

optimistic

financial

coalition of environmental groups under
the leadership of Marlene la Ross have also

strongly recommended. A shortfall could
be made by berthing 27 ships in the Cape
Town harbour, accommodating about 25
000 people. Another argument advanced by
the organizers is that the facilities built and
upgraded will benefit those from the
disadvantaged communities. Rob Stewart,

ecological damage. But to
allay their fears, environmental impact
assessments will be conducted on
proposed
games facilities. The results will be made
public in May, in time for an opinion poll to

technical director of the bid

be conducted if South Africa-is chosen

Sapem February, 1997

because

weakness

being

that is one of its strengths. “Almost all
projects involve multi purpose halls and
facilities that can be used by the communities
after the games. There is a development to
it which strengthens our bid.”

The bid company is not unduly concerned
about the existence of the anti-bid groups

building in South Africa, will therefore be
peripheral.
There was strong political argument in
favour of Beijing being granted the 2000
Olympics, but in the end Sydney won because
of a technically superior bid.
Ball has conceded that Cape Town’s

visitors. After the

says

least in

available in 2004.

leaves little

percent more hotel rooms to cater for

our

at

argument that the games will help further
the cause of reconciliation and nation

There has

committee,

—

sports facilities, accommodation,
transport, and security is paramount. This

the

event there was a 48
per
decline in five-star hotel occupancy.
A modest hotel expansion programme is

team is

The convenience of the athletes in

word of caution sounded.

For the 1992 games,

However, the IOC

public — downplaying the importance of
the security factor, saying since the
security
situation is unpredictable in any city eight
years ahead, the team was only concentrating
on the
organisational structures that will be

of

should also do well. In the

planned for the next

bomb

a

importance of the bid's technical merits.

Construction, manufacturing, retail and
sectors

concluding its inspection mission,
exploded in Worcester, in the
Western Cape, killing four people. That was
a
big minus on the bid.
team was

confident. Bacb stressed the overall

direct result of the games and
indirectly, and that 100 OOOjobs

Cape Peninsula, 27

auger well

believe the bid is affordable. A broad

will be created.

financial

not

IOC evaluati(^

Similar sentiments have been expressed
by “Citizens Against the Olympic Games”,
led by Arthur Weinberg, who do not also

country as a
R30 billion

Crime and violence also do
for the Cape Town bid. As the

raised issues of

one

of the five finalists

to

be selected

as
on

September 5, in Geneva.
The degree of opposition to the bid is
important because public support is one of
the key areas the IOC looks at.

guarantees

the

national

has given. These are crucial to
satisfy the IOC that should organizers meet
financial difficulties, government will step
government

in.
At the

piece of the sports complex
Olympic Park at Wingfield, outside
Cape Town. It will include a main stadium
seating 75 000. This is where the opening
and closing ceremonies will take place.
Will the Olympic Park in 2004 be the
venue ofthe world's
premier sporting event?
We will have the answer in
September,
possibly as early as March.B
centre

will be
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N 1993 when I

was
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are

among “African

Intellectuals”. But he
constantly refers to Southern Africa as “our
region”. It is not clear to whom this collective
possessive pronoun refers. 1 nterestingly enough,
excluded from his implicit racist categorisation
are Mahmoud Mamdani and Issa
Shivji, who in
common

are

not identified

Intellectuals. Nor

are

unconscious but

common

with African

they assimilated into the
unidentified opposed category. This might be an
racist reflex. But

Anyang’ Nyongo’ and several

vs

seems

that most of these did

later. Instead, there is a concentration
called

non-

European names which appear in this
bibliography, only Mamdani and Shivji are
quoted as a counterpoint to Mafeje and a
vindication of the unimpeachable insights of the
exalted pair. Gibbon and Neocosmos, whose
names grace almost every page in the
pamphlet.
Samir Amin appears as the fourth non-European
name in Neocosmos’
bibliography, but he hardly
features in the discussion or in the patently racist
categorisation of the African scholars.
The “Radical Political Economy”
Caricature
Another gross

categorisation in Neocosmos’
pamphlet is what he refers to as the “Radical
Political Economy”, as if there is such a thing as
non-radical political economy. Since the time of
classical economists such

intellectuals think alike is racist, as one is aware
of a number of controversies that have raged
among African intellectuals since the 1970s.
Reference could be made to the famous “Dar
Debate” of the 1970s, to the Kenyan Debate on

Smith and Stuart Mill,

in the early 1970s, the general

on a straw

Mafeje.* Of the other three

certainly, the supposition that African

the peasantry

not

register in Neocosmos’ mind or he did not credit
them much since no reference is made to any of
them even where applicable, as will be shown
man

Judging by certain remarks, insinuations, and

REVIEWS

of SAPEM (e.g. Shivji
Mandaza) and the CODESRIA Bulletin (eg

others). It

innuendos in the text, 1 am led to believe that

African

intellectuals in the pages
vs

From Below" authored by

Condescension to “African
Intellectuals”

Goonasagree Naktoo

the best part

I found this

Michael Neocosmos.
piece of work provocative and
extremely pretentious. Although mine was meant
to be a review copy, I was too embattled and my
blood pressure reached new highs to be able to
fulfil the expectations of the SIAS publications

Women Empowerment in the
Southern African Corporate

debate on “democracy”

in Africa which covered
of the last two decades and in
Nigeria has got so intense and polarised, plus

in the academic

as Ricardo, Adam
political economy has

always been radical insofar as it insisted on a
holistic approach to the study of society and
economy in the face of growing fragmentation of
knowledge brought about by the rise of academic
disciples. But, as Karl Marx pointed out in his
33
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Africa, West Africa, the Horn of Africa, East

natural conditions compared to Zambia, Malawi,

Africa and Southern Africa. The

and Swaziland. The

epistemological point is lost to Neocosmos
because under his “Radical Political Economy”,

crops up
Southern Africa and the rest of Black Africa.

Namibia and

number of South African white

Black Nationalists from Southern African settler-

below” is a relative process and cannot bejudged

Trapido, Wolpe, Legassick,

societies, especially, tend to think oftheirsocieties

in absolute terms.

critique of political economy, it was still founded
on

idealism.

liberal

is included

a

scholars such

Morris,

van

as

This

subtle

more

Onselen, Keegan and by extension

problem often
in making comparisons between

as

being different in a positive sense from the rest

Saul and

of the continent. In contrast, Marxists in their

and Kowet who

desire to make

Arrighi, Palmer and Parsons, Murray,
belonged to the same ilk, but
happened to have worked in the neighbouring

general or universal proposition
tend to take for granted some socially-determining

represent

differences among particular regions in Africa.
This can lead to unwarranted reductionism in the

revisionist historians, social democrats to the

to

radical liberals. Neocosmos is indifferent to all

similarities and dissimilarities

countries. As far

as one

knows, these scholars

different intellectual tendencies,
ranging from orthodox Marxists, neo-Marxists,

way that nationalist parochialism can lead
blind particularism. Detailed studies of both

same

necessary for
naunced discourse which avoids making a
are

these finerdistinctionsbecausehis major concern

a

is to debunk “Radical Political

caricature of either set of attributes.

Economy” in its

In his

other theory, i s open to a variety of interpretations

pamphlet. Neocosmos projected a
suppositions about the agrarian
question in Southern Africa to the rest of Africa.
However, it did not make sense alluding to the
“Agrarian Question in Africa”, as he did not only

and is

devote his entire discussion

entirety and to prove that there is only one source
of valid knowledge, namely, Marxism as is
understood by him and Gibbon.
This overlooks the fact that Marxism, like any

subject to modification according to
being a

historical and social context. Far from
fixed doctrine which is reducible to
number of “universal

a

finite

laws”, Marxism should

best be looked upon as a

thinking,

a

generative way of
methodology for analysing concrete
Neocosmos’ belief in

historical instances.

Marxism

as

a

bounded

epistemology which

transcend time and space is not only antiquated,
but is also epistemologically naive, given the
many practical and theoretical problems
confront contemporary Marxism.

which

Writing in 1993, Neocosmos still takes for
granted classical Marxist definitions such as
“peasant”, and “petit-bourgeoisie” and rationalist
Marxist concepts such as “proletarian ideology”
and “socialism”, without confronting them with
contemporary historical experience. Instead, as
will be shown later, he substitutes analogies for
socio-historical analysis and metaphors for
substantive meaning. Indeed, exactly one third

number of his

on

Southern Africa.

Once

again, it is possible that the reference to
“Africa” was only metaphorical and that beyond
his Leninist suppositions he was neitherinterested
i n nor knowledgeable about the agrarian question
in “other” Africa, as is clearly shown by his
references. Mamdani, Shivji, Berstein, and
Kitching who worked in the East Africa are his
honoured
guests only because their
pronouncements seem to confirm his Leninist
thesis and his structures against “Radical Political
Economy”.
Southern Africa and Baasskap

analogy and Lenin’s interpretation of its
evolution. In the process, he succeeds in giving

pamphlet is
the “Agrarian Question in
Southern Africa”. One would have thought that
his empirical referent would be much strongerin
dealing with what he call “our region” than turns
out to "be the case. His knowledge about the
agrarian sector in the various Southern African
countries is very uneven and at times
impressionistic. Structural and demographic
differences among the countries in the region

the distinctive

and

of this booklet is devoted to the Russian peasant

impression that Lenin and him
that two antagonistic forms of
capitalist development in agriculture co-existed
in Russia and that these posed two alternatives
are

in agreement

for the revolution of

Prussian

or

bourgeois democracy,
Neocosmos goes

the American type.

accept unquestioningly Lenin’s
mistaken idea that there ever was a peasantry in
America, let alone being a factor in development
so

far

as

to

of liberal democracy

The

in that country.

Metaphorical Africa

It should not be

supposed that arguments by
analogy are limited only to Eurocentric
comparisons. They can also occur in comparisons
between sub-regions within the same continent,
but with diverse historical backgrounds e.g. North
34

their

on

determinant

effect

on

“proletarianisation” and “peasantisation” (1) or
“accumulation from below” are largely ignored
and available material used selectively. For
instance, the agrarian and the land question in the
thrée white settler-societies in Southern Africa

in which the socio-economic effects of the
“Native Question”
same

South Africa.

is true of Southern

same

of the former Bantustans in

Thirdly, “accumulation from

Despite any accumulation or
inequality that might have occurred among the
peasants in Malawi, what might be of greater
soci al significance is that about 90 per cent of the
rural population lives in absolute poverty (the
comparative figure for Burundi and Rwanda is
92% and this might be true of northern Uganda
where Mamdani discovered accumulation from
below for which he is

highly complimented by
Neocosmos). To be meaningful, rates of
accumulation among small-scale producers in
Africa must be measured relatively so as to be
able todetermine the extent to which the supposed
accumulators

are able to reproduce themselves
socially. Otherwise, we are not able to explain
the prolonged and deepening crisis in African
agriculture.

In the

case

of the four countries to which

Neocosmos makes

more than passing reference,
namely. South Africa, Zimbabwe. Lesotho and

Swaziland, there is an unmistakable racial bias in
the selection of sources.

Regarding South Africa,
might be justifiable since, apart from Fred
Hendricks, research on the agrarian question
there has been dominated by the same white
scholars whom he categorises as radical political
this

economists. In the

case

of Swaziland, Lesotho

and Zimbabwe, this white

monopoly had been
independence. Although not
mentioned, some interesting work has been done
broken after

in Swaziland on rural i ncomes, households, class

Intellectual Predisposition
The last one-third of Neocosmos’

specifically

some

still persist does not mean the
thing as in the other five Southern African

countries where the natives remained in effective

occupation of their land in most sub-Saharan
Africa. Secondly, it is obvious that countries
such as Lesotho and Botswana, though they
might have no land question, their small-scale
producers might be faced with an almost
impossible agrarian problem due to unfavourable

differentiation and the

agrarian question by

African researchers such

as

D. Lukele, Harriet

Ngumbane, M. Ntshingila, and B. Nsibande,
especially. Likewise, in Lesotho similar studies
had been conducted by some of Neocosmos’
African colleagues at the Institute of Southern
African Studies (ISAS) and their findings could
not

have been unknown

to

him.

After

independence in Zimbabwe, the land
and agrarian question became a hot issue and
young African scholars, especially in the then
Zimbabwe Institute of Development Studies
(ZIDS), took it up with great vigour. Among
them, the writings of Sam Moyo, Thomas Shopo,
Joshua Nyoni and a few others are well-known
and all of them invariably included a critique of
Arrighi’s work in the then Southern Rhodesia.
One would have thought that all this would be of
particular interest to Neocosmos before hejumps
to conclusions about the emergence of “rich
peasants” in the communal areas in Zimbabwe.
Finally, although he refers in glowing terms to
the work done by Ruth First in southern
Mozambique on labour migration to the South
African mines and its consequences for the
livelihood of the migrants back home, not a
Sapem February. 1997
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single word is said about the extensive literature
on landlessness, rural poverty, and labour
I

migration in southern Malawi and agrarian
policies of Banda’s government by Malawian
scholars such as Thandika Mkandawire, Guy
Mhonc, A. Mwakasungula and others. If the
complexion of the authors mattered, then there
was equally good and critical work by Kydd and
Christianssen, and Uma Lele who probably went
furthest in using statistics to prove the worsening
plight of the peasant in southern Malawi,
especially.
Linear Proletarianisation Thesis
It is not clear what the significance of the term
“linear” is in Neocosmos’

polemic. Itcouldrefer

either to an evolutionary sequence such as Marx’s

stages of historical development characterised
by specific modes of production or to a question
of the existence of such
of historical

I

an

inexorable sequence

made a fetish of “Proletarianisation” in Southern

Africa for ideological reasons i.e. they associated
it directly with their socialist aspirations. Not

only did the process itself vary in its intensity
according to the severity of the rural conditions
in each country but that, more importantly, they
were inclined to treat the
peasantry in the white
settler economies, especially, as a residual
category. Although Neocosmos claims that his
became a common position even among the
liberation movements, in fact it became a lasting
bone of contention between the SACP and the

Unity Movement. If he had read Bundy’s 1984
article

on

their livelihood

relations

areas.

degree in African lineage societies for class
(Mafeje, 1981). I suspect that in his
Leninist zeal. Neocosmos might have committed
the same mistake. My article was exactly on the
same topic as Neocosmos’ and reviewed in detail
the same writers he arbitrarily lumps together
under “Radical Political Economy”. But, as we
know now. Neocosmos has some very serious
blind spots. Interestingly enough, among the
damned is Morris who also adopted the Leninist
thesis concerning the development ofagriculture
in Russia and ascribed the “Prussian path” to the
development of South African agriculture. In his
attempt to vilify “Radical Political Economy”
Neocosmos reaches the limits of absurdity. He
accuses the writers in question of
“pettybourgeois nationalism” while at the same time
castigating them as misguided prophets of
proletarianism and socialism.
In his counterthesis centred on “accumulation

If the

objection is to
any suppositions about inevitable ends, then a
number of basic Marxist suppositions (including
the inevitability of the “dictatorship of the
proletariat”) would have to be abandoned and
dialectical materialism, as an epistemology,
would have to be buried and forgotten. But then
the postulates of dialectical materialism are not
predicted on any time-table. Insofar as this is
true, it can be granted that writers such as Arrighi,
Saul, Wolpe, Morris, and the theoreticians of the
South African Communist Party (SACP) had
occurrences.

in

South African national liberation

from below” he gets tripped on a number of
issues and gets entangled in several

terminological muddles, despite his belief in the
sanctity of classical Marxist concepts and in
himself as their true exponent. He argues that
irrespective of imperialism, oppressive regimes,
and super-exploitation, the people will always
find a way of “accumulating from below”. In

material conditions. However, he treats his
Marxian materialist
abstract

conception

It does not enter his mind that under certain

O’Meara (1976) discussed class-formation

the peasantry, if even in pursuit of their
“proletarianisation” thesis. My only criticism of
their work, barring Morris’, was that they often
mistook relations of domination or differences
among

Sapem February, 1997

of the population

of Africa. In apartheid South Africa, the

number of Blacks in the rural

areas

who lived

are

landless.

to
determine landlessness under African customary

systems of tenure where land rights are never lost
while potential allottees maintain their
membership in their communities or lineages,
what is germane to our argument is that under
certain demographic conditions, land
fragmentation can reach a point at which
accumulation from below gets foreclosed.
Although Neocosmos probably out of lack of the
necessary ethnographic knowledge, talks of
“property” in land among the peasantry in

Southern Africa, there has been no expropriation
of the small producers within the communal
areas in the region.
In the case of Swaziland,

Margot Russell whose long-standing work
Neocosmos ignores entirely and instead is
obsessed with his Ph.D. thesis, is emphatic on
this

point:
The main

importance of the retention of

communal land in Swaziland would

seem

be its

levelling capacity. Unable to
pledge their land as security against bank
loans, enterprising Swazi are undoubtedly
inhibited from using this as a lever to
accumulate; but they are also protected
from the fate of expropriation and
landlessness should their enterprises fail.
to

(Russell, 1986).
I n Lesotho, the chiefs

and

might have been corrupt
guilty of favouritism in the past, but they

were

never

able to sell communal land.

Consequently, the problem in Lesotho is not land
redistribution (which isamong the most equitable
not

plots which could

under the best conditions guarantee
accumulation from below. In areas such as the

Transkei, despite several attempts to introduce
the land reform, it proved impossible todispossess

understarvation progressively increased whereas

the peasants

the number of peasant

fragmentation continued unabated and the little

families which were able
to accumulate from below dwindled appreciably.

and the white farms and discarded

regarding “proletarianisation” and their socialist
projections in Southern Africa, he falsely accuses
them of not recognising class differentiation
among the African peasants. It would be very
strange for self-confessed Marxists to be guilty
of such an omission. 1 ndeed, Wolpe (1972), Saul
and Woods (1971), Moms (1976), and Innes and

80

in Africa) but sub-economic

parts

some areas

Transkei, Kwandebele and Qwaqwa,

below, people can simply go under. It happened
in Ethiopia, Rwanda, Burundi, and a few other

this.

thinking

purely

remittances from the urban

material conditions, far from accumulating from

Those who

the writers mentioned above of wishful

as a

principle.

the

on

acknowledges that in

Notwithstanding the fact that it is difficult

oppressors that determine the fate of the

oppressed. The masses are always capable of
liberating themselves. Very few revolutionaries
would quarrel with this statement of faith. But
then he concedes that this depends on the objective

as

up to

other words, it is not the intentions of their

movements and the agrarian question with less
jaundiced eyes, if at all, he would have discovered

Furthermore, whi le Neocosmos rightly accuses

such

He also

were

expelled from the urban
on

areas

desolate

largely perished unnoticed. This is so
much so that the author of “self-sustaining
subsistence society in Africa”, Claude
Meillassoux, in a study commissioned by FAO
in 1978, concluded that what was happening in
the South African Bantustans was “genocide”.
He was not fooled into thinking that everybody
was dying, but that most families were not able
areas,

to

reproduce themselves socially and he had

statistics to prove it.
Neocosmos freely

admits that virtually all the

rural families in Lesotho, Swaziland (excluding
the royal and chiefly families) and the former

Bantustans

depend up to 80 per cent or more for

in the communal

areas.

But land

accumulation that occurred, came from above.
In Malawi where nearly 20 per cent of the land is
taken by estate farms and where under Banda’s

Achikumbe

policy the government leased

communal land to what

was

called “master

farmers”, land scarcity among the small producers
became so acute that they either had to migrate to
the South African mines or to offer themselves as

labour tenants

demographic

on

the estate

farms. As

increased in the densely
populated areas in Malawi, accumulation from
below among them became a remote possibility.
In his pamphlet. Neocosmos objected very
strongly to my assertion that “extensive labour
migration is an index of poverty among rural
Africans in Southern Africa” (in Prah, 1988).
“And yet he retorted, the incredible thing is that
pressure
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Africans have succeeded from having their
position in the reserves not only to sustain
subsistence agriculture, but also to accumulate

some

as

the Zimbabwean “miracle” and other evidence

from the

region shows. He did not stop to think
why the Zimbabwean experience was called the
“miracle” nor did he wonder how long it would
last. When 1 did a short survey on small-scale
agricultural producers in Zimbabwe in 1990,1
did not notice much prosperity and as early as
1986, Zimbabwean researchers such as Shopo
had started commenting on hunger and growing
poverty in the communal areas (Mandaza, 1986.)
What would have had

a

transformational effect

in Zimbabwe is the

co-operative movement, but
it was met with hostility from white farmers and
bankers and was treated with suspicion by the
right-wing nationalists within the ruling party.
This is not to deny the fact that even in the worst
cases

such

as

1 have mentioned above, “some”

peasants manage to do better than most.
accumulation implies a qualitative

But
or

transformational

change. For this to happen, a
critical mass is a necessity. Otherwise, we would
be talking of individuals not a social force which
is capable of liberating the African peasantry
from the impoverished dialectic of settlercontrived agrarian structures in Southern Africa.
It is

possible that the former is the same illusion

which Neocosmos shares with Mamdani who

families” in a whole village
index of accumulation from below and

offers two "capitalist
as an

possession of one chicken or none as what
distinguishes between a “rich” and a

“poor"peasant(afullerdiscussionof Mamdani’s
report will be undertaken elsewhere).
Implicit in the above argument are two major
points. First, not all forms of differentiation
among people amount to cla.ss distinction. The
fact that social differences among

the peasantry

in Southern Africa (and elsewhere in sub-Saharan

Africa) are not necessarily accompanied by
development of property relations has practical
as well theoretical implications which do not
lend themselves too easily to textbook Marxism.
In theory, class formation has revolutionary
implications. But in sub-Saharan Africa, despite
the supposed class differentiation among the
peasantry, no class has emerged to bring about
an agrarian revolution. Instead, African
agriculture has been plunged into the longest and
deepest crisis in its modern history. Rural incomes
have fallen so low that labour migration has
become
most

an

essential

source

of livelihood for

African rural families and hence Africa has

highest rate of urbanisation in the world. As
phenomenon has gone furthest in
Southern Africa forthe reasons already discussed.
It is interesting to note that in the post-apartheid
South Africa the only visible expression of what
might be called the land question is in the urban
areas in the form of “squatter camps”. This is
the

is known, this
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incontrovertible evidence that the so-called

subsistence inhabitants of the eroded and

migrant workers who

overcrowded lands,

abused under the
white South African pass laws are now expressing
their preference to settle permanently in the
urban areas. Likewise, migrant workers from the
neighbouring countries (especially Lesotho) are
expressing the same wish by demanding the
right to permanent residence. These
developments are anything but the wishful
thinking of Neocosmos’ radical political
economy advocates.
This leads to my second majorpoint. regarding
labour migration and its causes. Although it did
not occur to Neocosmos, an emphasis on the
causal relationship between rural poverty and
outward labour migration is another part ofraising
the agrarian question in Southern Africa and of
laying stress on the preponderant role played by
were

Neocosmos’

for

prejudice, but Bundy disabuses him
subsequently he states:
Other historians have stressed the destructive

impact of colonial rule upon "traditional ”African agriculture (typified as unscientific, negligent and technologically
backwards), telling a story of continuous
depression and disintegration" (no
pagenation in his preface).
Bundy’s book demonstrates beyond doubt that
African agricultural producers had responded
positively to market conditions and succeeded in
accumulating “from below”, but their
development was aborted by the South African

extra-economic factors in its evolution.

state in

Neocosmos does not

This

deny the fact that white
settler governments in Southern Africa played a
direct role in the creation of an unlimited supply
of cheap labour for white capital and afterwards
helped to regiment it through pass laws and by
prohibiting black workers from forming trade
unions. What he seems to question is whether
such interventions succeeded altogether in
destroying the African peasantry and in foreclosing any possibility for accumulation from
below among them. He finds my voluntaristic
interpretation that the “Natives” in the Reserves
never

were

intended to be self-sufficient

intolerable.

Equally, unacceptable to him is the
similarly voluntaristic argument put forward by
the “articulation of modes of production" theorists
who claim that the Reserves were preserved to
off-set the cost of social reproduction of migrant
labour. He also rejects Bundy’s “relativisf'thesis
on the rise and fall of the peasantry in South
Africa. Here 1 can only respond to Neocosmos’
quibble against me by stating that 1 do not
believe that my socially significant accumulation
could occur among the African agricultural
producers in the communal areas or former
Reserves in Southern

Africa, without

a

thoroughgoing land reform.(3) The latter will
not happen on its own. Therefore in our
seems to be
inescapable. One would have thought that
Neocosmos, as a Leninist, would appreciate

circumstances, voluntarism

this.

favourof white farmers and industrialists.
done through a

series of discriminatory
from the 1913 Land Act and
culminating in the creation of Bantustans and
subsequent population removals between 1969
and 1972. The African peasantry had been
destroyed, as is illustrated in particular by
Beinart’s detailed and sympathetic work on the
was

laws, starting

decline and ultimate immiseration of the Pondo

peasantry, a contribution which is trivialised by
Neocosmos and limited to

only

one

passing

reference.
The articulationist

theory of “dissolution and
preservation” is probably contradicted by the
findings above which indicate that agricultural
product) vi ty i n the South African former Reserves
or

Bantustans and in countries such as Swaziland,

Lesotho and Botswana fell

so low that they could
provide the subsistence fund necessary for
the social reproductionofmigrant labour. Hence,
in the last20-30years, the predisposition towards
dissolution" has grown stronger in spite of the
extra-economic pressure towards “preservation”.
With the abolition of pass laws anywhere in
Southern Africa, we should expect more people
to drift away from depressed areas towards the

not

urban

areas

in search of

a

better livelihood.

Everywhere in the region, this is going to produce
socially unsustainable rates of unemployment,
as is already evident in South Africa, Lesotho
and Namibia.
It is also apparent

that, if at first the Reserves

in the Southern African economies were intended

”

As far as

South

dependent for survival upon

wages earned in the white industrial areas and on
white farms”. The latter would seem to confirm

Bundy ’ s book. The rise andfall ofthe
African peasantry (1979), is concerned.

Neocosmos fell victim to his own distortions
which included putting all social

scientists on the
“Radical
Political Economy", to which he attributes what
he called “linear proletarianisation”. Like me.
Bundy in his book wason the side of the peasantry.
He chronicles the rise of the African peasantry in
the years 1870-1913 before they were
transformed to their present existence “as
left in South Africa in

one

category

,

subsidise industrial wages, as

time went on
surplus labour became a .serious problem in
the urban areas, they became a convenient
dumping ground for unwanted labour. This is the
to

and

time when thousands of African workers
“endorsed out” of urban

areas.

were

The process

reached

genocidal proportions during the black
population removals mentioned above. These
developments vitiate the suppositions of the
theory of articulation and render the theory itself
undynamic. This is a point of view 1 have held
Sapem February, 1997
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since 1981. If Neocosmos had read my detailed
and textured review of its South African version

African intellectuals. Irrelevant

(Wolpe, 1980) which appeared in the Journal of
African Studies in 1981 (not to say
anything about my book on the Interlacustrine
(1991) which is perhaps too far removed from
his “Africa”), he would not have found it so easy
to stereotype my thinking on these issues.
The Political Analysis of Radical
Political Economy

bourgeoisie” as “spineless” and “vacillating”
precisely because it has no social property of its
own, but lives by selling its services to the
owners of capital and labour. Lenin used exactly
the same epithets and depicted the petitbourgeoisie as a treacherous class. Coming

Southern

It is,

perhaps, under this sub-title that
Neocosmos is most pretentious and at the same
time wallows in great terminological and
conceptual confusion, without realising it. His
first charge is that Radical Political Economy
fails to explain “the basis of the ruling class and
of the reproduction of state power within the
context of national social relations”. He cites me
as an

“admirable

accu.ses me

example” of this

.

He further

of referring indiscriminately to the

ruling classes of Southern Africa as a “petitbourgeois elite”, “government elite” or a ruling
class elite”. He supposes that in so doing, 1 am
following in the footsteps of bourgeois
sociologists such as Weber, Michels, and Pareto
who used the notion to refer to “a psychological
attributeofindividualsorpolitical organisations”.
Not only is this supposition unwarranted, but
also shows why Neocosmos’ knowledge of elite
theories is hazy and unreliable, for he confuses
the behavioruralist idealism of the German

nearer

as it may sound,
Marx who first referred to the petit-

home, whether

or not

he thinks of his two

chosen heroes, Shi vji

and Mamdani, as Africans,
they both use caustic language to describe the
parasitic character of the ruling African petitbourgeoisie in Tanzania or Uganda, as the case
may be. Therefore, for all my sins, 1 seem to be
in

a

celebrated company.

This not
whether we

withstanding, it is still
can

a

define the African class

question
position

of the post independence rulers in sub-Saharan
Africa. It is easy to spout out mealy formulations
as “a contradictory combi nation of bourgeois
proletariat class positions and practices”.
What positions and what practices? Could this
include bureaucratic positions and looting of
state re venues or extract i ng economic value from
the peasants? If for the sake of rigour we were to
accept property relations and production relations
as a definitional as is posited in Marxist theory,
then the African ruling petit-bourgeoisie would
in general be found wanting in both counts.
If on the other hand, we acknowledge the fact
that Marx included in his category diverse

expression “circulation of

reference to all Southern African

ruling classes,
but only of the rulers in independent black states
where 1 am not sure if they necessarily constitute
a national bourgeoisie. This is especially so if we
remember that according to Neocosmos’
founding fathers, “class” is defined in terms of
property-relations and productions relations.
How well this classical definition fits the

new

rulers in the

independent countries in the region
is something that he himself has yet to prove.
What is beyond doubt is that they enjoy power,
prestige and ostentatious living.
Neocosmos reaches a point of no return when
he charges that:
In addition. Mafeje does not use the term
“petit-bourgeois " in its scientific sense —
as a
contradictory combination of hourgeois and proletarian class positions and
practices— but rather, as is common among
African intellectuals, as a term of abuse
denoting a parasitic character. (30)
Faced with this kind of formulation, it might
be easier to prove that Neocosmos is a racist than

that he is scientific. The use of “petitbourgeois” as a term of abuse is not peculiar to

to prove
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of

capitalism as a mode of production i.e.
commodity relations do not define a mode of
production. Neocosmos is inclined to think that
African “ruling classes” are a bourgeoisie by
virtue of the fact that they rule. But it is clear that
with a few brittle exceptions
such as Cote
d’Ivoire, Malawi under Banda, Botswana and

Senegal, being basedon neitherproperty relations
nor production relations, the African rulers do
not constitute a national bourgeoisie. In a valiant
attempt to characterise them in The Silent Class
Struggle (1971), Shivji called them a
“bureaucratic bourgeoisie”, which was a
contradiction in terms and did not stick.
African petit-bourgeois rulers are largely sons
and daughters of traditional rulers, richer peasant

families, petty traders, and lower professional
workers all of whom benefited from the

shopkeepers, and professional workers such as
teachers, lawyers, doctors etc, etc) then we will
realise how ambiguous or unscientific the term
is. To make things worse, in sub-Saharan Africa,
petty commodity producers do not own land, but
have access to it as an instrument of production.
Therefore, like professional workers, they
combine labour not with property, but with

hence the

they are capitalist.
Participation in the capitalist market, as Laclau
pointed out in 1971, does in itself imply realisation

such

elements such

—

conclude that virtue of this,

and

sociologists with the positivist empiricism of the

elites”. Moreover, I did not use the term with

I

was

Italian Founders, Pareto and Mosca, whose main
theoretical interest was to explain how power
shifts from one elite to another within the ruling
class

I

it

as

small land owners, small

introduction of crops

since the end of the 19th

century. However, their greatest asset is not their
social

origins, but rather acquisition of modern

education and technical skills. This made them

competitive than other social contenders in
society and propelled them toward position of
power which in turn gave them direct access to
more

national

revenues.

This has been the main basis

for their social

reproduction. Institutionalisation
of one-party states and presidents for life has
proved to be the most effective way of preserving
it. The reverse side of the coin has been repeated
coups all over the continent. However, it should
be borne in mind that the military is strictlyspeaking, part of the bureaucracy. Therefore, its
i ntervention are a conti nuation of the same process

by other

means.
Like the civilian

wing of the bureaucracy,

instruments of production. Furthermore, as both
their own labour, they cannot be said to be

professional soldiers are educated and have
specialised skills which give them an advantage
over other members of
society. Nevertheless; it

involved in

must

use

production relations with those with
Neocosmos’
“scientific” definition does not in any way deal
with these contingencies, but instead, dwells in
high-faluting abstractions.
Despite his arrogance. Neocosmos has similar
problems with the conception of “social
relations”, which he uses interchangeably with
“material social relations”. In Marx’s Capital,
“social relations” refer unambiguously to class

the
generals and colonels, at this
juncture bureaucrati.scd politics in Africa have
degenerated to a point where even corporals can
make theirowncoups. This happened right under

relations which have

it is

whom they cooperate economically.

are not

since

an

economic referent, but

reducible

even

in

to purely material relations
“pre-economic” or “classless”

societies, material relations obtain. Thus his

allegation that 1 do not account for ruling classes
in Southern Africa in terms of the contradictory
material social relations in their societies is not

only vulgar, but also is presumptuous. While
contemporary African societies are decidedly
not pre-capitalist, it would be prejudicial to

be conceded that if at first coups were

business of the

Neocosmos’

nose

in Lesotho

more

than

once.

It

transpires, therefore, that if he had kept his gaze
less on his scriptures but more on the ground, he
would have discovered that since the threatened
actual

collapse of a number of African States,
possible for governments to be “parachuted
from out of space”, to use his aeronautic metaphor.
Politics in Command

or

It would be ludicrous to suppo.se that there are
determinant social relations governing the

political adventures of every automatic riflewielding corporal in Africa. Irrespective of the
crisis of governance and a state in Africa, it is

high time that Eurocentric Marxists such

as

Neocosmos abandon the belief that economics
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always in command. The dominance of any

in the national democratic revolution in Africa.

dialectical moment is both contextual and

The issue is whether this is seen as a transition to

conjunctural. It is arguable that under conditions
of imperialist domination and neocolonialism,
politics cannot be in command in Third World

'Socialism or simply as a resolution ofthe national

is

countries.

For

what

instance,

African

governments do or do not do makes all the
difference, especially to little people. Regarding
Southern Africa, what is true

of imperialism in

question. Neocosmos’ position on this is
ambiguous, if not contradictory. First, he adopts
Mamdani’s argument that there can be no social
democracy in Africa, without the removal of
extra-economie coercion and oppression of the
peasantry in particular. Mamdani also implicity
believes that this would create opportunities for

capitalism as the most practical, if
desirable, way of “liberating themselves”.
Thus, he can afford to associate accumulation
them penny
not

from below

even

in their circumstances with

“democracy”.
In Mamdani’s case, the instances are reversed.

While accumulation from below is
condition for popular democracy,
on

a

necessary

it is contingent

the removal of extra-economic coercion

on

accumulation from below instead of the statist

the peasantry by the
This is primarily a

model of accumulation “from above”. On these

elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa, there is

political intention of the white rulers. Whether or
not political intentions are fully realised, they are
still a very important starting point, in spite of
any belief in the determi nant role of the economic

grounds, he argues that, if in African countries
such as Uganda, there is no land question, then
diere is a social question”, namely popular
participation in development. Second, as has
been shown. Neocosmos in his polemic against
me argues that accumulation “from below” has
occurred in Southern Africa, despite the extraeconomic coercion and oppression of the
peasantry by the various regimes in the region.
To illustrate this point, he cites the Zimbabwean

factor in the “last instance”.

Contrary to

“miracle”, Ruth First’s work in Southern

spontaneous

Mozambique, May’s work in Kwazulu, and not
any evidence from his field material in
Swaziland except by inference. Thirdly, because
of these developments, he is inclined to treat the

generally no land question but an agrarian
question. The peasants have free access to land
and the communities or lineages to which they
belong have effective control over its
distribution. But the small producers especially,
have been experiencing a deepening crisis of
accumulation mainly because of coercive and
extractive policies in African developmentalist
states. In countries such as Kenya where this
has been less severe, there has been significant
development of the expanded petty commodity
mode of production which led to furious debates
as to whether in such cases an agrarian
bourgeoisie has emerged or not. That
controversy has receded into the background

the Third World is also true of white domination.
we must have faith in the ability of the
people to liberate themselves, we must also
acknowledge the fact that under certain
determinate conditions, the people can be

While

overwhelmed, defeated, erushed or even

destroyed.
The ravages of white oppression on African
communities cannot be dissociated from the

Neocosmos’

idealistic

revolutionarism,

or

political intervention from

determine

people’s life chances,
positively or negatively. Militant and antiimperialist petit-bourgeois nationalism has still
a progressive role to play in the societies in
transition where contending classes are still too
inchoate to play their historieal roles. Thus some
leading African scholars (for whom he seems to
have little or no regard), mindful of the failures
above

of the

can

post-independence “developmentalism”

well-acquainted with classical Marxism
presuppositions, in their collective
reflections recently(4) came to the eonclusion
that the economic crisis in the region cannot be
solved, without the active role of a democratic,
developmental state. Furthermore, they reserved
the right of national governments to regulate
strategic sectors of the economy so as to guarantee
improvements in the conditions of livelihood of
the majority of the people and to protect national
development efforts from critical external
economies. While this might be spurned as an
example of the voluntarism of African
intellectuals or petit-bourgeois nationalist
and

theoretical

Eurocentrics such

as

Neocosmos, it must be

acknowledged that European Marxism is
exhausted and that the struggles it inspired in
Europe have come to a dead-end. It, therefore,
stands to gain from adaptive political initiatives
from outside Europe. Is it not the irony of history
that the civilised have always been liberated by
barbarians from their own degeneracy?
Accumulation from Below and
Lack of Democracy

in Southern

Africa

foregoing discussion, it is'clear that
is no necessary contradiction between

From the
there

accumulation “from above” and from “below”
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question in Southern Africa lightly like
some right-wing academics such as Bill Kinsey
(1983) did in the case of Zimbabwe. It is as if to
say, if what is required is already happening,
“why bother”?
The second question concerns the issue of
how low is “below”. Once again, as has been
shown. Neocosmos is violently opposed to the
idea of whole-scale “proletarianisation” of the
peasantry in Southern Africa and tries to refute
it by giving a few examples where aecumulation
land

since

even

“developmentalist” state.
political condition since

the four African “miracles”

(Kenya,

Cote d’Ivoire, Malawi, and Cameroon) are

undergoing the same agricultural crisis as other
African countries since the end of the 1970s and
like them has

never enjoyed any democracy.
Now, the African policy makers and intellectuals
are at a loss as to what type of agrarian reform the
continent should institute so as to ensure the

revival of their crisis-ridden

agricultural

economies.

Leninist

Analogy and African
Reality

Social

“from below” has occurred. It turns out that

As is known, in

advancing his theory about

these, are “urbanised petty
bourgeoisie”, participants in sugar estate”
outgrower schemes”, and hiring schemes by

“accumulation from below”, Lenin had two

local “tractor owners”. Neoeosmos could have

commune

added to the list rural teachers,

undermined

included among

priests and

bureaucrats who have been at it for the greater

part of the century, but for most

of them, things

have moved from bad to worse. Hence, one

questions the social significance and
representativeness of the few cases that
Neocosmos is waving at our faces. What
percentage of the rural population do they
constitute and at what rate are they able to
produce themsel ves soci ally under the pre vaili ng
condition in Southern Africa? It took South
more than a hundred years of
struggle to be where they are today politically

African Blacks

and yet economically, they are still nowhere.
How long will it take Neocosmos’ accumulating

peasants to transform the

agrarian economies

of Southern Africa? It is obvious that Neocosmos

judges the African by very low standards
compared to the whites. He recommends to

or village
in Russia had been irredeemably

suppositions in mind; i) the mir

by the development of capitalist
relations in agriculture; and ii) the emergency of
independent capitalist farmers from below
would help to break the power of the feudal
aristoeracy. 1 n Neoeosmos’, African analogy, it
is not at all clear from what accumulating petty
commodity producers would be emerging and
against whom would they be liberating
themselves, as there are neither village
communes

nor

feudal lords in sub-Saharan

Africa (except in Ethiopia before 1974). His
reference to the Swazi king as a feudal monarch
is a sign of his lack of knowledge about the
jurisprudence underlying African customary
systems of land tenure. African ki ngs and chiefs
enjoyed eminent dominion [dominium emenens\
over a territory, but this did not entitle them to
ownership of fiefdoms or vassalage among their
subjects. Therefore, liberation of African
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producers in the communal areas would not
involve any property relations or freedom from
bondage, but rather from political oppression by
thechiefs and the state they represent. In addition,

practice intensive animal husbandry such as
dairy-farming, poultry, and piggery on smallto medium-sized plots,
depending on the

below” did not

Sweden and

white domination, about
silent. Finally,
he is awareof something called “African Lineage

quality of the land and climatic conditions.
Why has this opinion not been explored by the
African “developmentalist” state? After all,
we have examples of Mauritius and the
Seychelles which geographically, are an

societies” but the social relations which

extension of Africa, but have been able

in settler-societies of Southern Africa there is

a

social question, namely,

which Neocosmos is disturbingly

Yet, they cannot be sub-sumed under the Marxist
concept of “social relations”. Whether the

on less
land to reduce the rate of absolute rural poverty
to 12 per cent compared to anything between
50 and 92 per cent in continental Africa. It is

omission is due to his

instructive

characterise them do not feature in his discussion.

ignorance about their
anthropology or, as a good Marxist, he does not
recognise them, the effect is that his
accumulators
I

“from

below”

became

sociological isolates.
Meantime, the

most

difficult task in

thinking

about

agrarian reform in Africa is how to reform
lineage organisation, without destroying its
social welfare function in the

underdeveloped

economies whose welfare function and labour

absorption

are too low to compensate for the
loss. The processes of reproduction under
African unilineal descent systems are such that

the accumulation

might take place within

households, but the repository of accumulated
exclude

women.

This allows for

inequality,

but inhibits class differentiation in the

sense

of

property and labour relations among peasant
producers. Therefore, it cannot be presumed
that accumulation from below or differentiation
among the peasantry will necessarily lead to
the development of antagonistic social classes.

African families (not households)in the strict
sense of descent or agnatic
groups relish the
idea of having a “big man” in their midst. He
becomes a source of social security and political

protection. This is what Goran Hyden (1980)
erroneously called “economy of affection”. It
is not affection, but rather the imperatives of
the social reproduction of African families.
Thus, when in our revolutionary zeal in the
late 1960s and early 1970s we were opposed
to the emergence of what we called “kulaks”,
the people did not see them as such and,
instead expressed solidarity with them against
the “developmentalist” state. What does all
this mean?

the liberation of the third estate and the

inauguration of liberal democracy. Otherwise,
the liberation of the peasants in most cases was
a result of political
struggles which involved
other classes

as well. This is true of even Eric
Wolf’s six peasant wars (Wolf, 1971).

Conclusion

supposed
advocates
of
“linear
proletarianisation”. The postulated link
between “accumulation from below” and

“democracy” in Southern Africa is not borne
out by concrete historical experience nor has it
led to development of capitalism among
African agricultural producers. This is not
immediately attributable to imperialism as he
supposes. One should be cognisant of the fact
are

different levels of social

determination as well

historical

precedence.
The extra-ordi nary underdevelopment of the
African peasantry in Southern Africa is largely
as

due to inherited colonial structures, which

In conclusion it could be stated that too much

reliance

governments are

formulae made him blind to a number of
observable structural features in the few

empirical

cases to which he referred. Thirdly,
he assumed the ignorance or incompetence of

those whose

point of view he happens not to
owing
to
this
presumptuousness, he peppered too many
targets than he could handle, without reducing
them to demeaning caricatures. Fifthly,
by
clinging to too many Eurocentric theoretical
suppositions, without tying them closely to
the logical imperatives of African social
existence, he managed to let his subject of
knowledge slip through his fingers. Finally,
not only does he seem to have
contempt for
share.

patronising Africans in general. To be a Marxist
racist

might not be such a rare distinction in
Southern Africa, one may surmise.H
Notes
1.

As is known, before the present

crisis,
engaged in accumulation
under the capitalist market system, withoutsurrendering their modes of social organisation.
If so, why should it be assumed that they are an
inferior form of social organisation as
compared to bourgeois individualism? Why
should it be presupposed that accumulation is
impossible, without the expropriation of the
small producers who need not be seen as

condemned forever to petty

commodity
production? Bourgeois prejudices should not
be allowed to distract from the fact that it is
grow

high-value crops and to
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is

Although Neocosmos credits Robin Cohen
(1976) for having been the first to use the terms,
in fact it

was

introduced for the first time in 1972

by Ken Post in the pioneering

study.

“Pea.santisation and Rural Political Movements
in

of omission and commission, but have no
vested interest against the development of a

bourgeoisie in their countries. It is
capitalists and local representatives of
monopoly capitalism who are opposed to the
independent national development among
blacks. In this larger picture of the National
Question, what chiefs do or what aspirant petty
commodity producers try to do is so much detai I
about minutiae while the land question and
agrarian reform, among other major issues,
loom large in Southern Africa. Their resolution

Fourthly,

African intellectuals, but also his confessed
Marxism has become a perfect excuse for

The black petit-bourgeoisie
guilty of many political acts

robust black

superiority

knowledge
of African anthropological and
ethnographic
details. Secondly, his insistence on derived

emergent black governments in Southern
Africa have left intact out of the fear of white
economic power.

European analogies and classical

on

gave Neocosmos a sense of
which is not matched by his actual

texts

Western

Nigeria” which appeared in

Archives Europeens de Sociologie, 13,2
2.

white

African families

quite possible to

of accumulation from below and of the process
of peasantisation is as linear as that of his

that there

Norway) is the only clear historical
example where accumulation from below led to

to note that in the

agrarian reform
and strategy of these two countries, family
plots replaced estate farms which had become
highly inefficient. This is a form of social
democracy and represents liberation of small
producers from domination by the estate farm
owners, without losing labour productivity.
Therefore, it is arguable that Neocosmos’
Leninist analogy breaks down when confronted
with the logic of African modes of social
organisation, the processes of social
reproduction and relations of production they
connote. In fact, his conception of the dynamics

bring about democracy for the

Russian peasants even under the so-called
socialism. In fact, (and possibly, Denmark,

Although D. Innes and D. O’Meara are
mentioned in thediscussion, they are not included
among those whom he categorises as “Radical
Political

Economy”. There is

a

huge

Neocosmos discussion that he
adherents
3.

This should include land resettlement,

or

unsustainable
mo.st noticeable in

necessary step towards the liberation of
African peasants in the region and towards

Southern Namibia and could be

more

equitable development whatever the model
in the transition period.
In closing, it is important to note that,
despite
Lenin’s supposition, accumulation “from

Botswana and Lesotho, and

of accumulation might be

Bantustans.
4.

See

as some

Southern Africa have become

environmentally. This is
like

SACP

purely Stalini.sts.

as

parts of
uninhabitable

a

hint in

sees

true

of

places

Namaqualand, and parts of

Special Issue

on

some

former

Africa and the Future in

African Development Review 7, 2, Dec., 1995.
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The HIPC debt initiative
Will the rich stop

T

HERE IS

a common

misconception that

governments in Africa are poor. Yet
over the last decade, sub-Saharan

governments have been rich enough to transfer
billions of dollars of scarce, precious resources
to

rich creditors in the North. Since 1984,

have transferred £96

they
($144) billion to rich

creditors in the North.' This is more than 1.5

they owed in 1980. The more
Africans pay, the more they seem to owe.
The more they owe, the more creditors seem
to benefit. Over this same period, sub-Saharan
times the amount

governments repaid nearly £10 billion more
than they received in the form of new loans
from creditors, and a third of this net transfer

Monetary Fund (IMF).
In 1993, African countries paid £196 million
more to the IMF than they received from it.
This transfer of wealth through debt
repayment is of course only the tip of the
iceberg. The drastic collapse in African
commodity prices during the 1980s and early
1990s was even more prolonged and more
was to

the International

severe

than that of the Great

Depression of

the 1930s^ It led to a massive fall of revenues

and their producers
and to extraordinary gains for those
manufacturers in the North for whom inputs
such as coffee and cocoa beans, copper and
sugar are vital. Over this period, a great deal
of wealth was appropriated from Africa.
for African governments

—

At the same time, African governments

increased exports

debts in US dollars.

help end the transfusion of
from the poor to the rich?
The HIPC Initiative

and World Bank

but dreary Sheraton Hotel,

Washington was the venue for the launch of
the HIPC (Highly Indebted Poor Country)
Initiative in October 1996. Asa venue, it is no
match for that other historic

setting, Bretton

Woods, New Hampshire. But the decision by
finance ministers to back the HIPC Initiative
historic landmark. Until last year,
neither the World Bank nor the IMF would
a

contemplate remission of debts. Indeed,
neither institution has even contemplated re¬
40

all creditors will be
integrated package.
Negotiations about the viability of a country’s

pay. Debt relief from
offered as part of an
debt will be conducted

tripartite basis —
with the debtor country present at the table,
together with the World Bank and IMF.
Historic though it is, the plan has deep
flaws. These can be summed up in the words
on a

of Britain’s Chancellor

—

who made it clear

in

Washington that the Initiative would apply
only to those countries that are: “highly
impoverished, highly indebted and
performing well.”
Very few countries are both at the
economic equivalent of death’s door, while
maintaining the equivalent financial fitness
of an athlete. Uganda is apparently one of
the few, and was told

in October to expect

immediate

help from the Initiative. But there
are more than 40 countries defined by the
World Bank as “severely indebted, low
income” countries

—

and the IMF made it

abundantly clear that very few will benefit.
The second flaw of the HIPC Initiative is
one

common

to

international

tolerated under the domestic

Will the latest Debt Initiative from the IMF

was

now,

will co-operate to make a comprehensive
assessment of the debtor country’s ability to

debt

international law terms, and would not be

the debt crisis, as governments

vast,

ways too. For the first time creditors
including OECD government creditors

failed to collect

lead to increased revenues, because of falling

The

—

The HIPC Initiative is historic in other

from exports to repay

by 50% and cut imports by

prices. Falling export revenues exacerbated

wealth

—

governments are never able to default on loans.
Secondly, the “preferred creditor” status of
the IMF and World Bank means that, until

scheduling debts.

negotiations. They are almost entirely driven
by creditors. In the absence of an international
insolvency procedure, debt negotiations are
not overseen by a “receiver” or impartial
arbitrator, but by creditors themselves. The
procedure is highly questionable in

20% after 1985.^ But these efforts did not

sufficient hard currency

milching the poor? Asks Ann Pettifor*

bankruptcy laws

of OECD countries.
The IMF and World Bank are not

creditors, but

only

powerful, protected creditors,

acting as judge, jury and plaintiff in the case

countries.
both state-owned institutions,
backed by subsidies and receive preferential
treatment from governments. They engage in
riskless
and frequently, reckless lending
unchecked by market forces. If a loan for a
project proves disastrous or unpayable, both
institutions are quick to offer a second loan,
thereby deriving two income streams from one
failed project.
The absence of an international bankruptcy
or insolvency procedure means that sovereign

for debt relief for the poorest

They

are

they have been at less risk of default on

payments than other creditors.
Where is the HIPC money
from?

coming

!

i

A third weakness of the HIPC Initiative is

financing. Despite the media fanfare, there
agreement on how to raise the finance

its

was no

needed to make the Initiative viable.
There had been much

speculation that the
portion of its gold
reserves. The British
had encouraged this
move, on the basis that it would provide
IMF would sell

additional

arm

—

small

resources

“debt relief’.

along to

a

for what the IMF dubbed

In fact the IMF intended all

use the gold to replenish
the Enhanced Structural

its soft-loan
Adjustment

Facility (ESAF). The intention is to give poor
cheap loans, under strict conditions,
to help them pay off hard loans. In other

countries

words, not to write off debt, but to add softer
loans to the debt burden!

In the end Kenneth Clarke’s

gold sale

was effectively vetoed by the
Germans. As a result, the IMF has not yet
mobilised the resources necessary to re-fmance

proposal

ESAF, and through it, make a contribution to
the Initiative. IMFseniorofficials will embark
on a

tour of central

banks and finance ministries

—in the hope of raising taxpayer contributions,
or central

bank loans—to finance the Initiative.

(The Nordic countries and surprisingly, Cote
d’Ivoire have

already obliged). Most OECD

governments are however, cutting back on
their Aid

budgets — and in the absence of IMF
gold sales, will not get political support back
home for more contributions to the IMF. The

British government

will almost certainly not
contribution. Congressmen in the
US will come under pressure from NGOs who
oppose the monetarist, ideologically driven
be

making

a

conditions attached to the loans, and who will

lobby against further financing for ESAF.
So, while the Initiative represents a major
shift in approach to the treatment of
the
cancer of debt infecting African economies,
we are still some way from a cure.
One of the main obstacles to its effectiveness

approach will be the IMF, which as a
major creditor itself, is deeply opposed to
providing poor countries with debt relief. All
through the negotiations around the HIPC
Initiative, the Fund has dragged its feet.
as an
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ensuring that the procedure for HIPC debt
relief becomes a nightmare of bureaucratic
complexity.
Uganda is currently negotiating relief under
the procedure. OXFAM"' estimates that the
HIPC Initiative could generate $239 million
of savings for Uganda, or $80 million annually.
However, far from receiving immediate
relief, Uganda is now engaged in a drawn-out
bureaucratic process — which involves
reconciliation of debt and export data, joint
IMF and World Bank missions, joint IFl Board
meetings, consultation with creditors and
donors, formal missions to agree to the Debt
Sustainability Analysis for Uganda — all this
as part of the first stage of a three-stage process!
Clearly the HIPC Initiative does not signal
the end of the transfer of wealth from poor to

rich.

A fresh start
In

Britain,

global campaign has been
launched by all three major Churches, Catholic,
Protestant and Evangelical, to place pressure
on OECD governments for massive one-off
debt relief for countries impoverished by both
the commodity and debt crises. The purpose of
the campaign — Jubilee 2000 — is to use the
new millennium as an opportunity to ‘‘give a
billion people a debt free start.” The Jubilee
concept — as spelled out in Leviiicus 25 —
calls for debts to be cancelled periodically so
that

a

a

fresh start

can

be made. The

campaign

is also

calling for a fair arbitration around debt
negotiations, and for an end to the creditordriven process in place today.
Its
recommendation is that a simpler arbitration
procedure be instituted, under the supervision
of

appropriate UN body or Court.
hopes to become a global
movement
modelling itself on the antislavery campaigns of the 18th and 19th
an

Jubilee 2000
—

centuries.

The

hope is that the new millennium can
begin with a clean slate, and with an end to the
amoral transfer of wealth from poor to rich.B
Notes
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See "A Fresh Start
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Change Intervention
Strategies
Response to Yusuf Bangura by Owen Sichone

F

OLLOWERS OF Kwame Nkrumah

are

institutions, I am not sure whether Zimbabwean

all-African armed force

soldiers forexample, understand Somali culture

an

liberate parts of Africa still under settler
colonial domination; and
defend African

to

independence from
mercenary armies, imperialist expeditionary
forces as well as indigenous reactionaries.
That was the general idea in the 1960s. In the

1990s however, there

are no

Africa. The Cold War is

colonies left in
and African

over

governments are pleading for foreign investment.
Is there

a

need for

a

Pan-African

military force

at

Jubilee 2000, PO Box 100, London SEl

7RT, UK;

or on

email.

by fax: 0171 620 0719.
Sapem February, 1997

J2(X)0@gn.apc.org

or

of General Farah Aideed,
are

Region of Africa” SAPEM Vol.lO, Nos,
argued for a ‘disciplined, well-funded, and
well-armed Pan-African force to help stabilise
the region, prevent further acts of opportunistic
behaviour by contestants for power, and to rebuild the institutions of the

region.’ (p39)
that only a PanAfrican government can accomplish Bangura’s
task. My main argument against his suggestion is
simply that there is no military solution to the
problems of Africa, be it Somalia, Rwanda or
Zaire. Indeed, the return of Rwandan refugees
especially those from Zaire, and the suspension
of plans fora Canadian-led, American-equipped
me

say

straight

away

African intervention force lastDecember, suggest
that there are alternatives to military

intervention.

In any case,

what is military intervention?
Does it not remind you of colonial pacification?

Everything that Bangura lists as objectives for
the Pan-African force including defending local
populations;ending armed conflicts; rebuilding
institutions; deterring future acts of rebellion
and genocide; and allowing people to rethink
the political systems of their countries from
regional, as opposed to a purely national
perspective, require in my view, a Pan-African
government. There is more to this than wellno

doubt that American soldiers

better trained and

Somali leader.

army.
The difference between Zimbabwean and US
forces in Somalia was mainly in theirobjectives.
Zimbabweans did

not

go

there to ‘kick butt‘

or

capture Aideed. The Pakistani soldiers who
shared Moslem background with the Somalis
but tended

to

concentrated

3&4

a

all sorts of nationalities in the US

Yusuf Bangura in his article ‘The Case for a
Pan-African led Intervention Force in the Great

There is
2000, For further details, contact Nick Buxton

son

There

often

Lakes

people, cultures and

any better. After all, one of the American
soldiers during operation Restore Hope was a

in this scenario?

ran

work

closely with the Americans

into trouble. The Indian force which

on
providing medical aid was not
by the Somalis.
Let us not get carried away with promises of
logistical support from the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) or expect an African-led
force to be free to implement an African agenda.
Above all, let us not pretend that being African in
itself is enough. American soldiers never, serve

attacked

under non-American command, except as
mercenaries. Ghtinaian soldiers in the Congo,just

like the

Nigerian/Ecowas troops in Liberia
no
ideological (Pan-Africanist)
justification for their action and had no clear
objectives.
Tanzanian intervention in Uganda overthrew
the dictator Idi Amin in a clear politically
informed expedition, but as we know, many
Ugandans died after his fall. Given this
development to what extent can we say
Tanzanian troops liberated Uganda?
Without reinforcing colonial boundaries, I will
still argue that foreign soldiers, even if they are
fellow Africans, create more problems than they
solve in any pacification campaign.
intervened with

like

us to

think about this

propttsal:

suppose we send 5 000 Nigerian teachers,
medical officers and road builders, will they not

help to build stable institutions? What would
happen if the Rwandan refugees are re-setticd in
Zaire, Tanzan ia and else where, not in bl ue plastic

trained soldiers.
Ann Peitifor is the coordinator of Jubilee

Iwould

not

Unity (OAU) military wing.

to

Let

Western soldiers who do

of African

would have been:

—

better than

understand African

The role of such

—

are

familiar with the idea of an Organisation

are

equipped than Zimbabwean
ones, but the latter’s record in Somalia though
not reported by CNN, was a greater success.
Whilst Bangura suggests that African soldiers

UNHCR/MSFcamps, but in “Ujamaa villages”?
Would that
more

not be a

cheaper, less violent and

Pan-Africanist solution

of ethnocide,

to

the

problems

instability and shadow

states in

Central Africa'.V
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empowerment in the
South African corporate world
Women

Goonasagree Naidoo
spells out clearly that
throughout all societies, the patriarchal
ideology based on the superior position
of men pervades all spheres of life. It is also a
common belief that women are generally

O

With regard to senior positions in the corporate

UR HISTORY

sectorthey comprise 1,3% (49)of3 773 directors
of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE’s)
657 companies:
14

associated with certain so -called natural abilities

they perform efficiently in those roles
related to domesticity.
Consequently, division of labour in the South
African corporate world is often based on these
stereotypic gender roles. Tasks that are regarded
as challenging, such as management positions,
are not easily available to women. Many jobs
performed by women, it can be argued, are

women are

executive directors

•

chairwomen

•

managing directors.

Gender inequality in the corporate world

is

inequality within inequality as some are more
unequal than others. If we compare the status of
white women with black

either:

•

women.

takes a specific apartheid-related character. There

world, the

women

in the corporate

following is evident

and that

extensions of work undertaken in the household

unit.

Much

of the

employment in the

manufacturing sector for example, has been in
clothing and textile, and employment in the
service sector, dovetai Is with women’s domestic
roles.

Women represent

male managers
nates as

Women constitute

68,4% of all service sector employees and more
than 1/2 of all clerical and sales positions.

significant majority of
‘pink-collar’ jobs. They comprise

Women also occupy a
the so-called
ot:

96%>

registered nurses

90%

occupational and radiotherapists

86%

social workers

•

male earning less than R60 000 a
there were eight women; and

for every
year,

•

teachers

96%

domestic workers

had twice as many subordi-

females managers;

twice as many men than women earned more
than RlOO 000 a year.
It is clear from the available statistics that the

South African labour market is very

skewed and

occupational segregation between men and
women clearly exists. Women enter the labour
market by virtue of the racial group they belong
to and different levels of education and job
training.
Status Of Women In The Labour Market

78.6% hairdressers
67%

less than 1% of board

world.
The disparities between males and females
is also reflected in the results of a survey done
in the corporate world, that reveal the
following:
In the areas of responsibility and remunei:ation, even though the average experience, qualitlcations and hours spent at work were equal, the
survey found that:
•

39,4% of the workforce. Although they account
for 39,4% of the workforce, they account for

Market

members in the corporate

This is reflected from the available statistics.

approximately 54% of the
popu lation and 2/5 of the paid workforce, that i s

Status Of White Women In The Labour

not

Black

White

White

Women

Women

Males

economically

•

5.1%

artisans and

5.9%

communication

apprentices

•

•

and related

•

3.1%

•

9.6%

•

0.8%
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occupations
regi stered engi neers
judges/magistrates
metal and engineering indusUy

i strati ve posts,

57.8%

sales and clerical posts;

57.8%

professional, semi-professional
and technical; and

service

5%

Black

occupations

women on

the other hand

are over-

represented in low level posts. In this respect,
they comprise 83.4% in service, production and
related occupations and approximately 38% are
in menial work such as

tea-making.

It is thus clear from this that women do not
constitute a homogeneous group and their subor-

by significant race
generally
have better access to higher status and better paid
jobs, whilst black women are over-represented
in lower sector jobs with few or no prospects for
growth or upward mobility. It must however be
recognised that, even white women who have
had more and better opportunities than other
women, confront a glass ceiling in occupations,
with their employment prosptects more limited
than white males in similar kinds of jobs.
Black women in comparison to white women
have thus suffered from many disabilities, some
dination remains interwoven

and class differences. White women

of which

are common

to white women

active

52%

9%

5%

others,

unemployed

53%

2%

1%

behaviour, and economic subordination.

total

24%

10%

14%

.55%

6%

18%

On the other end of the spectrum, women are

obviously under-represented in the following
categories;

managerial, executive and admin-

77.6%

and

specific to them. They share national
oppression, the burdens of inequality and sexist
acknowledged that the historic,
inequalities will mean that
women by virtue of their racial groups will start
at different places and require differential
treatment to attain equality of opportunity and
results. Issues on gender in South Africa must
thus accordingly take into account these
It must be

employees

self-employed

Although women are generally concentrated
semi-professional and the
professional sectors, not all women are equally
represented in the occupational catergories. A

in service, sales,

vast

difference exists between black and white

social and economic
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dimensions

on

women

and the specific

in favourof black men and white women.

specific gender related
action to destroy the structures and behaviour
patterns created by centuries of discrimination
Nevertheless,

we

need

against women. Organisations must

be fully

committed to harness their human resources as

effectively as they can. This does not mean

keeping women in pink or blue-collar jobs.
Women must beemployed in significant decision
making position in the corporate world. Our
economy depends on the effective utilisation of

the convention

•

government to enable women to

has 117 women as members

developing cultural programmes that respect
establish support programmes

•

opening up opportunities for the
training and advancement of women;

repealling all discriminatory rules and
practices. Women can now participate in the

•

home allowance scheme, receive full maternity

benefits (in the past,
two

talking positive action over the next ten years
to improve employment opportunities for

establish

an

a

policy of the RDP, cabiresolution on 15 February, 1995 to
office in the President’s office to

improve the status of women. The primary goal
to ensure

that

is

gender concerns are mainstreamed

government planning especially through gender units established in each department to formu-

ment

policy and legislation.
The government's commitment to

women’s
empowerment is further evident when it signs a

convention

•

the convention on the

44

on

these are the:

political rights for women;

•

nationality of women;

environment which will enable women toexercise
and defend the economic, social and

rights

on an

At the

for-

proposals on how they are going to

hold 33 out of the 66 senior posts.
Government also established a

for Gender

•

ensure
■

•

Commission

Equality to:

give teeth and muscle to combat discrimination and abuse against women;

•

political

equal basis with men.

same

time, the establishment of the

Commission for Gender Equality

will ensure that

private sector transform
themselves in order to eradicate discrimination

Government and the

women

and actively promote equality

between men and women.

Conclusion
The potential of women in South Africa has
only begun to be reali.sed. Although the first step
in the direction of empowering women in South

Africa has been with the entrenchment of a nonsexist

society in the Constitution, and the

establishment of the Commission for Gender

Equality, it is clear from the di.scussion above that
we have a long way to go to i n the corporate world.
It must be
•

•

women’s

recognised that:
oppression

it is necessary
overcome

•

implement their programmes. Some have already
established gender forums which monitor
women’s empowerment. While most department
are striving to increase the number of women in
senior positions, the only one that can claim to
have reached parity is the Department of Arts, and
Culture, ScienceandTechnology in which women

numberof United Nations conventions on women

during conferences. Among

practices.

ward concrete

by providing

the political, administrative, legislative andjudicial

gender disaggregated research in employ-

in

late

Commission for Gender Equality

as an

injustice must be

eliminated;

creating a central database in 1997 linked to

•

Rights Commission, Public

Protector, and Constitutional Court will assist the

and

women;

Many government departments have put

women’s empowerment

adopted

benefits were limited to

births) and access non-discriminatory

pension schemes;
•

and gender.

Programme (RDP) prioritised the plight of women,
focusing on addressing their disempowennent in
terms of employment. In tandem with the national
net

for women in

the aim of

of gender

Reconstruction and Development

The Human

the public service over the next two years with

of parliament and

equality.
The principle of equality on the basis of gender
and race is accordingly at the centre of the new
constitutional dispensation. The dual recognition
of race and gender in the Constitution accepts that
inequality and discrimination in South Africa has

investigate all gender related issues.

•

against

gender equality,

legislative

amendments to Parliament; and

management

positions in government departments and
provincial offices will be women:

break through

ministers.
The various women appointed and elected in
these visible institutions are likely to advance the

The

regard, the office of the Public Service
itself to:

the recruits at senior and middle

of 17 and 3 deputy

been based on both race

implement it.

ensuring that within fouryears, at least 30% of

•

gender-equality;

review all laws and recommend

of them has captured the

government departments have

In this

bodies at all levels;

develop educational and information
programmes on

and Admini.stration has committed

speaker of parliament, 101 out of 400
as membersofthe National Assembly, 3 ministers

c,ause

women, none

action and

senators, a

out

of

and promote

from the past.
At a political level, the government has promoted
a greater participation of women. South Africa

championed the

•

committed
themselves to support the Beijing programme of
most

layers of disabilities identified

the

•

imagination of government as did the fourth UN
conference on women in Beijing. Since Beijing,

•

undertaken by

the elimination of all forms

While most conferences have
cause

Employment
Many efforts are being

on

of discrimination.

women.

Government and Women

and statutory

and

the universal issues affecting

forms that apartheid has
given to gender domination in our country.
International experience warns us that the
separation of race and gender margi nalises black
women

GENDER ISSUES

for women to organise to

oppression; and

struggle for gender equality is an
integral part of, and not a contradiction to the
struggle for overall change in South Africa.

that the

We

as women,

need to take the knife by the

sharp edge and face the challenges to struggle
against all forms of oppression. We must be
active in the formulation of our demands. This is
the first step

towards women empowerment.
Empowerment for us in the final instance should
mean having a real choice in what we want to
do, whether this is to have children, pursue a
career or have a seat in parliament and
establishing a society that affirms and values
that choice.M

that women’s issues do not drop off the

agenda:

wi 11 be respected
implemented in South Africa, monitor
review the polices and practice of state

ensure

and
and

that rights of women

Ms Goonasagree Naidoo

is the Head of

Affirmative Action at the Human Science
Research Council.
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African

Scholarship in

Peace in Southern Africa
Ibbo Mandaza

South Africa
Sunset

by Midday; Latshon’ Hang’ emini, by Govan
Nolwazi

ECEMBER

D

1996 marked the 80th

anniversary of Fort Hare university in
South Africa, once a bastion

intellectual ferment

of African

alongside the likes of Makerere

Uganda and Ibadan in Nigeria. As part of the
anniversaiy celebrations, the book Sunset by midday;
luthshon’ Hang ’ emini ’. written by eminent politician
and .scholar Govan Archibald Mvenyelwa Mbeki
in

was

is inseparable from
Fellowship, and the
revival of Fort Hare as .an institution.

launched. Sunset by midday

the Govan Mbeki Research

academic

The Govan Mbeki fund was

established at the

Universityof Amsterdamduring 1980. Its objectives
were threefold; to provide financial assistance to
Souih African students in exile, stimulate and publish
scientific research, and mobilise the university

Mbeki Johannesburg,
♦

Fellowship during (he finst year ofits existence. The
were of a very good quality and generated

debates

an enormous

amount

of enthusiasm. Most sessions

secured

capacity audiences.
The majority of the Re.search fellows travelled
exten.sively. inteiviewing activists from a variety of
organisations. This enabled the Govan Mbeki
Fellowship to establish an impre.ssive oral archives
focusing on political resi.stance during the past
fifteen years. Together with the .six tons of archival
material donated by the African National Congress
(ANC) to Fort Hare, in 1996. it should become a
major stop for researchers specialising on the history
and politics of the liberation movements in South
Africa.
Under the dynamic

directorship of Dr Sisulu. (he

community in these endeavours. Among those who

during its
overseas existence were, among others, Pallo Jordan.

which enabled re.search fellows to be

Essop Pahad. Kader Asmal, Harold Wolpe, Tessa
Mareusand Jabulani Kumalo (alias convadcMzala).

were no

associated with the Fellowship

established credible
profiles in .South African politics and academia.
The progress made towards the democratisation
of South Africa during the first half of this decade,
necessitated relocation of ihe project. The palpable
Many of these persons have

need

to

which

liquidate the apartheid and bantustan legaey

.severely stunted

a

research culture within

historically black universities, favoured Fort Hare as
a home forthe project. Thus, its relocation in 1993 as
Ihe Govan Mbeki Research Fellowship under Ihe
directorship of Dr Lindiwe Sisulu. The programme
focussed on the reconstruction of political resistance
111

South Africa

during the pa.st fifteen years.

My intention to share knowledge and experience
of the Govan Mbeki Fellowship and its drive to

exposed to

major facets of project management. Initially, there
estabi ished offices and the

Fellowship staff

operated from one room. They depended on the
university “computer lab” where five computeis
sen'ed

more

than 5. 000 students.

The research fellows

were

volved in the arrangement
and gue.st

also intimately in-

of field trips, seminars

lectures, as well us (he drafting and

presentation of fundraising proposals. An exposure
to these finer aspects is not a feature of many
re.search projects I am familiar with within the
country.
The research proce-ss forthe book was not an easy

given the fact that research interviews were
conducted in the heal of an intensive election camone.

paign. Fortunately, the respect commanded by Govan
Mbeki among those identified as (>otential sources
ntadc their availability relatively easy despite their

resuseilalequalily African scholarship with abroader

massiveelection workloads. Without their coopera-

public was rejected by the Southern African Review
of BcKiks (SAROB) which is based at the University

tion. the

Respondingon behalfoflanPhimister,
Robyn Alexander infortned me in no uncertain
tertns that "it is not the policy of SAROB to publish

fellows. Nosipho Mmalebone Masekwameng. Tumi
theirassistance (oGovan Mbeki in the production of

unsolicited material."

Sunset

of Cape Town.
a

Ms

While Ihe

historically while universities etin boast
forums and journals, this

of established iicademie
has not been

a

feature of Fort Hare university. The

eslablishniem of Ihe Fellowship was a means to
generate a

re.search ethos within the institution as

part of its transformalion proce.s.s.
eininars

w ere

Regul.ir fellowship

introduced wherethe re.search fellows

I presented papers. No less than ten visiting scholars
also

4(>

presented papers under the auspices of the

completion of this book would have been

delayed quite considerably. Five junior research
Moleke. Juba Mkani and Burton

Joseph rendered

by midday.
by midday marks an important scholarly
contribution to our understanding of the conflict in
Sunset

.South Africa

during the past six years. iLs overall

significance is to he found in its attempt to resuscitate
African .scholarship in the country as well the
academic revival of Fort Hare university in particular,
through the Govan Mbeki Research Fellowship.
*Former Govan Mbeki Research fellow at Fort
Hare

universityM

by

Thomas Deve

The book Peace and

Security in Southern Africa,
published by SAPES Trust late last year is a
timely intervention on ihecunent discourse on peace and
security, especially for Southern Africa - a region which
has experienced various forms ofiliKasiitHis conflict over
which

Fellowship proved to be an empowering instrument

were

I

Reviewed

(1996)

REVIEWED BY BURTON JOSEPH

in Southern Africa, ediled by
(Sapes Trust. Harare 1996)

Peace and Security

was

sixteen years. The collection of es.suys in this
publication reflects a qualitative development of the
discourse, from that which conventionally viewed Uiese
concepts in the purely militaristic terms, to that which
the past

considers them

in the context of fundamental social

global, inter-state and intra-state levels.
This has been made possible by the altendani
strengthening of the Iniemational Relations Division in
the Southern African Regional Institute for Policy Studies
(SARIPS) which is reflected/testified in the institution's
capacity to inobili.se a cmss-.section of cxpeni.se within
its network, both within Southern Africa and beyond,
namely Thomas Ohlson fmm the ilepanment of Peace
and Conflict Research at Upp.salu University. Tiyanjana
Maluwa. Faculty of Law atthe University ofCapeTown.
Winnie Wanzala. Department of Politics and
Administration at the University of Namibia. Horace
Campbell. African Studies Centre at Syracuse University
and Mafa Sejanamone formerly diteclt>r of the Institute
relations, at the

of Southern African Studies in Lesotho.

Key concepts of peace, contlici. contlict resolution
security ore analytically covered by TlK)mus Ohlson
who also proceeds to define security in the military,
political, economic, .social and environmental tenns.
These are further elaborated on by Winnie Wanzala in
her discussion thatfoenseson emancipating security and
development for equity and social justice. Tiyanjana
Maluwa highlighLs the problem of refugees os not only a
and

glaring illustration of tiK fragility of the intia-staie
Africa, but
Pan-Africanist ethas

situations of most of our societies in Southern
also the decline

or

absence of

a

of us.
Sejiutamane's case study of the Le.so(ho crisis
Ciiptures crisis of the post-colonial state notably the
decay of institutions. The is.suex raised herein tie in very

aittong many

Mafa

well with Mandaza's observations that one cannot

understand the sub-region "except through an onalysisof
the various histtxkai. political aiKl sevio-economic factors

combined
sub-rcgion as we
know them today.’* (pXMl) This .seems to suggest that
peace and .security will remain ephemeral, transient and
sometimes even elusive for as long as they arc not
oi'ganically linked to the political and socio-economic
procc-ss of the societies concerned.
Horace Campbell's contribution puts on the agenda
the burning question of regional ctHqtcration and a new
concept of peace and security in order to move away
from the analysis that often posits peace and contlici
resolution from the point of view of governments. He
concludes by noting that the experience of war and
that have
to

over

the last three to four centuries

define both the continent and the

peace in Southern Africa, opens up new fonns of
cooperation that could be the basis for new relations
between Africa and a reorganised world economy.
The publication appeals to a wide section of .society
andiscoinpul.sory readingforpioriferatingin.siitutions
of peace, students of international relations, most
sections of the military, organisations related to the
OAU and the UN.and finally. S ARIPS’ own traditional
target audience, those who invest their vision and
work in promoting and nurturing scK'ial .science
research debate, teaching and publications in .Southern

Africa.H
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REVIEWS

Who will solve

Ethiopia's
problems?

The

pillage of Ethiopia by Eritreans and their Tigrean Surrogates by Assefa Negash (Adey
Publishing Company, Los Angeles, 1996)
Reviewed by Owen Sichone

I

N SAPEM

Vol. 10, No.2, “Crisis in the

Great Lakes

Region", Nzongola-Ntalaja
noted that the roots of the crisis lie deep in
the history of the region and if we are not to be
taken by surprise when violent conflict erupts,
we need to know this history. In this
regard,
Negash ‘s book needs to be read so that we are
not caught unawares by any ci vi I stri fe that may
ari.se in Ethiopia. The book is too much of a
Manifesto-cum-catalogue ofTigrean atrocities
committed since Mengistu and the Dergue
were overthrown by the Ethiopian People’s
Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) and
its allies. The publisher who is sympathetic
to Negash’s general democratic project, does
not agree with all of the author’s arguments.
He nevertheless saw it fit to sponsor and
publish it for the greater benefit of the struggle
for democracy in Ethiopia.
The damning evidence that Negash has so
painstakingly compiled to show the extent tp
which there is a systematic campaign to
create out of the ruin of Ethiopia, a greater
Tigre located between northern Ethiopia and
southern Eritrea, is quite convincing.
There are however, many problems with

the rest of us, the title of the book suggests
that Eritreans and Tigreans are not Ethiopians.
We know that Eritrea is

multi-ethnic

entity
and not a nation. The same applies to Ethiopia.
So, who are the true Ethiopians? That is a
question that is still unanswered even though
Negash appears to think everyone knows the
answer. If an independent Tigre is out of the
question, he suggests an autonomous Tigre is
another matter althogether and Ethiopia may
have to be redefined completely to the
satisfaction of all its peoples.
Negash states that what is unique about the
MelesZenawi and Eritrean regimes is that for
the first time in Ethiopia’s history, a ruling
class has chosen its own ethnic group as its
sole constituency. He further suggests that
ethno-nationalism (a political belief which is
exclusivist and is characterised by a fanatical
a

Oromos

can

do, is find ways of co-cxisting

peacefully in the

dispensation.
integration and
cooperation in the horn of Africa. This is not
incompatible with greater autonomy for the
various regions, but it iscertainly incompatible
with ethnic cleansing as described by Negash.
Without greater democracy, peace in the horn
will not be possible.
TheTigreanization of the Ethiopian state if
allowed to continue will inevitably create a
lot of resentment among non-Tigreans.
new

What is needed is greater

Indeed,

some

of the violent confrontations in

the Ogaden,

the Ethiopian Airlines hijackings,
the continuing exodus of refugees and mass
defections of athletes from Ethiopia are ample
proof that Meles Zenawi like his predecessors
is not handling Ethiopia’s National Question

this book that will undermine its otherwise

more than
Amharas immune?
Why are Tigreans not just nationalist, but
fanatically so? Is this book not an example of
the chauvinism that annoys the Tigreans so

correctly.
Negash offers peaceful struggle, greater
involvement of Ethiopian exiles in the affairs
of their country which includes ostracising
EPRDF supporters in Europe and America,
and strengthening civic and human rights
institutions in Ethiopia as possible solutions.
This is a step in the right direction. At least
he is not calling for another round of civil

laudible

much?

war.

devotion

to

one’s

ethnic

community .ethnic homeland
etc. to the

or

group

or

ethnic culture

detriment of all other ethnic groups,

cultures etc.) afflicts

anybody else. Why

Tigreans

are

objective. First it does not seriously
injustices that the Tigreans and
Eritreans suffered in the past under the
imperial and military regimes. Second, it
highlights the ethno-nationalism (Tigraiuefcer
alles) of the Tigreans and passes over the
nationalism (or as the Tigreans may call it,
the chauvinism) of the Amharas (Ethiopia
Tikdein) which is shared by Mengistu and the

deny that emperor Haile
Sellase and Mengistu operated with the panethnic (or imperial) definition of Ethiopia.
Not only did they both resist Eritrean
independence and Ogaden secession, but also
invested in development projects in different
parts of Ethiopia. However, we need to know
what the Tigreans thought of this. Did they,

There

monarchists alike.

for instance believe that Addis Ababa

national

discuss the

Is the

systematic plunder of assets which
being moved to Greater Tigre a sort of
affirmative action to redress the injustices of
the past? We do not know because the author
does not want to discuss the past or give us the
Tigrean point of view. Most people would
probably not support the plunder of Ethiopian
assets, but they have accepted the independence
are

of Eritrea.

Of course, for the Ethiopian (Amharas?)
readership it is aimed at, the Jiistory of the
conflict may already be well known, but for
Sapem February, 1997

One cannot

was

growing at the expense of Tigre?
“The Pillage of Ethiopia” shows how the
Meles Zenawi regime has disempowered nonTigrean workers, professionals and provinces.
One cannot correct the imperial policy of
‘unite and exploit’ with the EPRDF’s ‘divide
and rule’ or as Negash calls it —
Bantustanization.
But the identity of the
Ethiopian can po longer be defined in the
imperial way. Whether we like it or not, a
order is upon us —
must be accepted. The
new

and new identities
best Tigreans and

Where 1

disagree with the author is his
only Ethiopians can solve
Ethiopia’s problems. In today’s global
village, that is wishful thinking. Ethiopians
claim

that

have to agree among themselves, but they
succeed without the support of

cannot

neighbouring countries and others beyond.
can

be

no

national solution to the

question in our day and age. Negash
is of the opinion that solving Ethiopia’s
problems of poverty, hunger and disease
are more important than the national
question, but they are interconnected. What
development will takcpiaceif wars are always
being fought over land, water and other natural
resources? At the very least, Ethiopia’s
neighbours will have to be involved in the
process of reconciliation and at most, Africa’s
colonial “national boundaries” will have
to be

systematically redrawn

at the OAU

level.H
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LETTER FROM THE DIASPORA

Haiti's

problems continue
Chris McIvor

c

ITE SOLEIL is the

state employees

largest of Haiti’s

many shanty-towns and probably one
of the poorest in the Western

Social services

are also inadequate. Large
population have no access to
adequate health care or education. Infant
mortality and life expectancy figures, for
example, continue to remain the worst in the
region. Some 2 000 children live on the streets
of Port-Au-Prince due to the inability of their

sections of the

hemisphere. Officials estimate that the
population is around 250 000 but other observers
believe the figure to be much higher. Situated in
the port area

of Port-Au-Prince, Haiti’s capital

city, it lacks facilities of any kind. Since most of
the shanty-town does not officially exist, there
is no functioning authority to maintain roads,
collect rubbish, provide clean water and
sanitation, construct housing or install

families

to

look after them. Meanwhile on the

rights front, many of the supporters of
the former military regime continue to walk the
streets of the towns and villages they terrorised
human

electricity.
Pools of stagnant water give rise

have not been paid theirsalaries

for several months.

Little of the Government’s
promise to pursue human rights abuses
committed during the coup period has
for several years.

to periodic

episodes of typhoid and dysentery. During the
rain season, large sections of the settlement are
washed away. The hospital that served the
population was recently closed due to the
difficulties of working there. Cite Soleil has
currently one of the highest incidence
of infant and maternal mortality in the
country. “This shanty-town is one of
the worst urban nightmares 1 have
seen,” claimed one French priest. He
pointed out that despite the appalling
conditions, its population continued
to swell every day. “For the refugees
from the countryside and the

Haitian army was
return, due to

materialised.
The signs

former regime were lynched by angry mobs
demanding justice.
It is not just in Cite Soleil that disturbances
have taken place. Since May, some ten
policemen have been shot dead in several parts
of the country. Assassination of political figures
has also taken place, including the recent killing
of a popular local mayor in a suburb of Port-AuPrince. “No one has claimed responsibility for
many of these acts,” claimed one observer, “but
itseemstobepartofageneral plan to destabilise
the country.”
In terms of security it is largely recognized
that what holds the country together is the
presence of some 2 000 UN troops. Since the

of social unrest and destabilisation

have increased in the months since

Preval’s

to

police force can not provide. The
continued presence of these UN
troops, however, is by no means
guaranteed. Although their mandate
was extended by six months until
December

year,

many

require

commitment

country’s police force that will be

Cite Soleil. and indeed the other

stability. If
expectations of local people in
relation to jobs and social services

crucial for Haiti’s future

shanty-towns of Haiti’s cities,
constitute a major headache for the
new GovemmentofRene Preval. Since

the

are not

inauguration in February to replace
president Aristide, who had come to
his

the end of his term of office, there have

Police will have to deal with armed gangs

growing signs that the patience of
the population is wearing thin. Aristide’s return
observer, was

greeted by the majority of the people as the
beginning of a period of hope, the first time in
several decades where they could see an end to
their political and economic misery. Yet two
years later, many of their expectations have not
been delivered.

promi.sed external investment to support
the development of industry and commerce has
The

political

A shortage of money
machinery has also

uncertainties in the country.
the Government

caused problems. Teachers, policemen and other
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inauguration. Parts of Cite Soleil, for example,
have now become no go areas for the security
forces due to the presence of armed gangs who
terrorise the local population. These are reputed

previous military regime
successfully managed to conceal their
arms after the arrival of US and UN troops in
the country in 1994. A measure of their ability
to destabilise the country was seen early in the
year when the police station in Cite Soleil came
under siege for several days after the arrest of a
gang leader. In the absence of law and order,
to

be members of the

who

communities have taken matters into their own
hands. In March,

alleged supporters of the

met, no amount

of well trained

police will be able to control the
inevitable social explosion. Recent
strikes and the erection of road-blocks

been

to run

unlikely.
the training of the

Yet it is not just

offer.”

materialised due to current

this

UN system and the opposition of
China, which objects to Haiti’s close
relations with Taiwan, make such a

dwellings provide the only alternative

not

of

observers believe that it will

two more years, if stability is to be
ensured. Financial constraints in the

find other accommodation,

from exile in 1994, claimed one

Aristide’s

a gap has been left in the provision of
law and order which the new, inexperienced

these tin shacks and cardboard

on

on

record,

unemployed of Port-Au-Prince who
can not

disbanded

their appalling human right’s

throughout the country to protest continued
high unemployment and the non-payment of
salaries indicate how high the level of popular
frustration really is. It is for this reason that
many Haitians believe that the Government’s
decision to agree to the World Bank’s
on privatisation and the
spending on jobs and social
could be a recipe for social disaster.

recommendations
reduction of state
services
“How
us

can

these international institutions tell

need to tighten our belts for a
period before things will get better.
Haitian people has nothing more that it

that

we

further
The
can

sacrifice.”H
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